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PADUCAH• KY.. FilIDAY EVENING, AUGUST 23, 1907. 10 CENTS PER WEEK
STANDARD CASES
ARE DISCUSSED
Attoraey-Ueneral and Judge
Kellogg Consult.
Four Thousand Men Am Let Out at
Panama !Lad Others Will Follow
Them.
11ElittleTARY BOOT
Washintgon, Aug. 23.--A confer-
ence here between Attorney-General
Bonaparte, Judge Prank R. Kellogg,
of St. Paul, end Charles B. Morrison,
of Chicago. the-latter being special
Attorneys for the government in suite
for the dissolution of the Standard
Oil company, has caused considerable
ecentuent and aroused the belief that
the department of justice will pro-
reed at once in the effort to break up
the oil monopoly by terminating the
franchise of the organization. • -
What strengthens the belief is the
fact that Attorney General Bonaparte
had a lengthy conference some- days
ago with Mr. Morrison, in which the
subject was considered in all its
phases. It is also intimated that the
attoruey-generae Is leaking prepare-
lions to prosecute individuals of the
Standard Oil iompany tinder the pro-
visions of the Bhermen law, and that
the Relief] will be premised eithintt
delay, and with the greatest vigor
When officials of the department of
justice were questioned on the sub-
ject they refused to discuss the mat-
ter.
Neither :Mr. Kellogg nor Mr. Mor-
rison would sly what was diseuseed
at the conference.
It is thought that John D. Rocke-
feller himself stands In no great
dauger of prosecution, air It is prac-
tically admitted that the gosernment
would hardly be able to couneie hint
with the affairs of the company to
suet an extent as to warrant the
belagetetiot eriusionl proreedings. If
It can be shown, however, that H. H.
Rogers, John D, Archlbold or any
one else who participated actively in
the management of the company has
bees engaged in maintaining a
monopoly harmful to the public
the re.appears to be no question that
the courts will be asked to act aside
-from the civil stilts that may he
pending.
Four Thimeand Let Out.
Pasternak, Aug. 23.-Retrenchment
is now a part of the canal program.
Work on the new line of the Panama
railroad has been suspended and 4.-
000 men laid off. Anew circular
provides that silver roil laborers
shall be paid only monthly instead,of
semi-monthly, as heretofore. This
will effect a considerable saving.
The department of municipal en-
gineering has been ordered to lay off
10,000 then. A big reduction in the
clerical force is also looked for.
The reasons given for stopping
work on the railroad is that there is
no appropriatiOS for that purpose.
Excavation will show a great he-
crease this month over July. The
general progress 6n the work-te en-
tirety satisfactory to the board of-
engineers.
—.set
Secretary Hoot be 1111.
NSW York. Aug. 23.--Elihu Root,
secretary of state, is a patient at
William Muldoon's farm near White
Plains. The mental condition of 'Mr
Root haS worried Mrs. Root and all
the itiembers of the family, including
Mr Root's nephews. in the last nine
or ten Months: Mr. Roet's trip to
Smith America was really more for
relaxation than for diplomacy. Tile
Journey laid out for him_to Merle*,
whith in the ordinary course of
things would be under way in a week
or ten days. was largely meant by
President Roosevelt to take Mr.
Root's mind off a lot of things that
have brought insomnia and other
mental disturbances.
Feared Bank Would Be Robbed.
information ftirnished by a we*
man, who claimed to have overheard
a -plot -tn rob the -Batik of 'Murray
caused directors of the hank 4.0 sta.
lion five armed guards about the
bank, and they have been tehre eon
estantly for several days. Paducal
nineteen were called down to assist 1r
the work, but did not. remain. It I.
alleged that the plot overheard te
.thewonten was to rob the bank Sun
11 els tett, ant, Pal We Sergeant Site.'
Onerteue and Deese-14v. Well Babes.
ots this silty, *lent down to take r
In the eirpture. should an at
tense be. mail's.
WEATHER FORECAST.
• •••
IPILA rignool.
Rain tonight and possibly Statue-
(ley. Warmer sestirdas afternoon.
Highest temperature today, 77;
losseet yesterday, 71).
111/Ni.tN'S TOFLeti.
New York, N. Aug. 23.-
Evklenie lit a horriiiii- murder,
pethaps the int 44 irevolting in
Neu lock in )1.14r.., WWI fl Maid in
tie- titer at the (ma of lillootn-N
Skid strret etevii a boat-
Tian took from the Water a pia Is-
aac containing ttie upper part of
A %tomatoes torso, freshly 4.4.vered
St kb a keen-etigtsi knife direct-
ed by a p.m erful lusiel. A ge it-
alarm MIPAS Se a t out Mad po-
lice hate been on tlie lookout
for other parts of the hosis.
MOULIN • le X l' E
Paris, tug. 23.- ‘loorish
I ribesmen, alio have be-
sieging l'a4.4t filanea, were tirisen
batik. The bills they occupied
many days are mess livid by the
Freneh forces, This.is the offi-
cial report received today from
.tdmirrvi 1'1'11%4-rt, commansling
the foreign %shoreline. in 'ilhirier-
ism eat 1.1,1.
Itri.lgeport, Costes Aug. 2.."1.-
apes Mallet, a r NAHA OMAR of
Teseltue, ana inurecieeed today by
a hired  o, alto Met criminally
attacked her, then tel lire to the
building's tit r(1111141.2111 till' crone.
It is reisorteil a friend ileptureil
him. A ljnt hing is itirtnitient,
FItI /STS.
Se Paul, .eug.23.-Ilispatchis
from nortbetn North tiakusa
tell 41 se‘ ere frosts ill that
thin.
POOft NIIDDIFs;.
%rotations. NW., .tug. 23.-No
more drinking and late boars,
and after the theater dinner
parties with chorus girls as star
attractions for Ilie stuilents and
rantlidates to 'Uncle Sane% naval
academy. These evils are ta-
booed by Superintendent Bad-
ger. lit, has enlisted the mu-
nicipal authorities in , a cam-
paign to WY' I lint middies are
prevented from indidging fond-
tees for such pleasures.
1. N 14 Cc WEALTHY.
Chicago, Aug. 23.-With
funds pouring' into the local
treasury of the commercial
Telegreptierie Union at the rate
of $3,001ra day; the prosprets
for the-Chicago strikers to. be
able to con44 - a long siege,
Presideirniall is nicking prep-.
aration today for his trip to
New l'ork tomorrow.
KILLS HIGHWAYMAN.
(Veneto, Aug. =1.-Flerly
this morning Peihreman Fee
shot and kitied Thomism Kell
after Kelley and his comp
lied held up Michael O'N I. A
citizen rtiehed to O'Neill and the
highwaymen fled. Pee was
called and Kelley and his pal,
Tlionies Roach, tired at him.
The officer killed Kelley. Roaeh
earretidt•red.
11.11
TAFT.
St. Louis, Aug. 23.--5e4're-
tary of War Taft arrived from
Lexington, Ky., a 11 hour late
this nuorlling and was met at
the station by protnineut Repub-
licans and escorted to the Nant-
erre lintel He will 'leave this
afternoon for Oklahoma City.
PRINCE KARL.
New York, Aug. 23.-Prince
Karl Seal-Seal, Bee of Syria.
vele, has figured in IA number of
ple'tiorespie roma: ICI* since his
arrival in this country, and hoe
been the lion of many society
leader's has disappeared. The
liter Stigt-The' peiticseti
Is held at lintel. Ileetelin for an
unpaid hoard bill, Is assigned
by menet- heartless people aR the
cause.
RAILWAY CARMEN
IN LINE OF MARCH
Will Participate in the fLabor
Day Celebration.
Hundreds of Shopmen Will T,engthen
Pantile and Build Float-Bend
May .%ppear.
roux:R.1'w Te) - BE CtoMPLEI
Three handred and sixty-five
strong, the Brotherhood of Railway
Carmen will appear in Labor day
parade attired in white duck with
black caps. It was at Aria suggested
that the brotherhood charter a steam-
boat and hold a Labor day picnic at
Owen's cave, as the brotherhood does
not affiliate with the American Fed-
erogion of Labor, but this suggestion
was voted down.
Illinois; Central machinists will not
appear in the parade as a body, but
many individuals will march.
Illinois Central boilermakers, GO
strong, will march in the parade,
wearing overalls, and it is probable
that a float will be built to exhibit
the dais of work done.
Pipe fitters and tinners, who are
cumbined into one union, will also
!wet out in working uniform.
This leaves: only The machiriTsts,-
who will not turn out as a body.
Last Labor day the entire shop force
turned out, and made a fine shoe
ing. There are over 3410 men enr
ployed insthe slops Ind they length-
ened the marching column many
squares.
Filial arrangements for the parade
will be made at a meeting of Labor
day committee Sunday. The line of
march, marshals and other officers
will be selected, ar.d all preparations
for the event completed. There will
hi. several bands in the earade and
probably a few comic features. It
Is stated that the Illinois Central
shop bend will appear in full uniform
a feature of a former Labor day cel-
titration that made a file
While the blacksmiths at the shops
have not fully decided to go in the
parade, everything looks favorable
and Tuesday night a meeting will be
held to vote on the matter.
MUST BIDE HIS TIME
TO GET HIS LICENSE
John Lindenfield, purchaser ot
Hugh Boyle's saloon, at Fourth.
street and Kentucky avenue, will
have to wait until the council passe
ott hie application for a liquor license
before opening. He asked the board
of aldermen last night to grant hint
a License, but the law reads that a
license shall come before the lower
bbancl first. At a joint meeting Lin-
denfiend asked to be permitted to
keep open until his license cdbld be
acted on. but permissiol was refused.
SEWER Di-STRICT, NO, 2,
PRACTICALLY READY
Thomas Bridges & Son, contractors
for the No. 2 sewer district, an-
nounce eat the contract is praeti-
catty finished. Laborers are now em-
ployed in grading the streets, where
sewers have been laid, and when this
work is completed, the contractors
will announce the sewers ready for
napection. The" contract originally
ailed for completion of the System
by April 1, but alterations were
Made, which made it impossible to
finish the job by that date.
LINEN TABLE CLOTH
WANTED IN MEMPHIS
To save an innocent person in
Memphis, Fdtdueah detectives were
called on the, morning over long dis-
tance by the chief of police at Mem-
phis to go to 500 South Eighth
street, occupied by colored people,
and get a table cloth. The request
was complied with. Worked In deli-
cate and fantastic cob-web designs,
by hand, was found to be a line linen
taints cloth saki to be worth $100.
Detective Baker recovered It. From
what few faete cetuld_hitigleined, the
table cleth was (stole in Memphis
and fitliPPed here, te 'some innocent
person la charged itb stealing it.
The table cloth nell,t e expressed to
Memphis at once
rt?
WILL THE FAT MAN BLOW UP?
el)
-Williams in Philadelphi• Ledger.
•
Hon. Charles K. Wheeler May
Take Stump This Fall in Behalf
of the Democratic State Ticket
In an editeflal yesterday the Ken- campaigner ,with
mucky State Joildoel, whose editorialimeans, let us
columns are the pepository of the
thoughts that ula tios.‘st to the heart
of the state administration, the fol-
low Mr tefertnatiou appeared:
"It is said that the Hun, Charles K.
Wheeler, of Padtieah, who for six
jeers repreaented the First District
,n congress, and retired of his own
accord at a time when he was most
popular with the Democracy of the
Gibraltar district, will take the stump
this fall for the Democratic ticket
after a few years retirement from ac-
tive politic, The Democracy of Ken-
tucky will welt onte this news and the
party will profit if the report.ls true
Mr. Wheeler is one of the most elo-
queint of Kenturk) orators and ista
few equai:- By
have Charley Wheele.
on the stutup this fall."
Inquiries revealed the fai t that it
Is understood at Democratic head-
quarters that Mr. Wheeler will make
two speeches in Covington, Newport
and Lexington during the campaign,
as an especial favor to S. W. Hager.
When seen by a reporter for The
Bun, Mr. Wheeler said he was out of
politics and had not decided to take
any part. "If .1 remain in my pres-
ent frame of mind," he said, "I shale
not make
speeches."
Hon. John IlendrSek, Democratic
candidate for attorney general, will
open his eampaign at Murray Mon-
day.
TOBACCO SOLD OUT
IN JUST ONE HOUR
any more po;itical
PATROLMAN SUFFERS
STROKE OF PARALYSIS
Association Product Brings Walter Shelby, of Broadway
Highest Prices Realized
For a Long Time.
More than :10() hogsheads of to-
bacco of the Dark Tobacco assoe4a-
lion hate ben sold by A. N. Veal, the
association's :Weisman in this city.
this week. This teitarning a lively
sale was held at the headquarters on
Broadway. Sales did not begin until
it o'clock and by 9 o'clock everything
resembling tobacco had been sold.
Prices were the highest they have
been for some time. Leaf ran from
$8.50 to $14 and lugs brought trout
$6.25 to $9.50.
Local representatives of 'foreign
firms were present and Henry Ander-
son, of Louisville, was in atendance.
Farmers were pleased with the prices
One prominent tobacco man said that
little tobacco was left here in the as-
sociation. Prices have been good at
seison. but the buyers have bought
plentifully and ,quickly.
.0.1•••
The Dark Tobacco association will
give a big barbecue and pionic at
Rossington August 29. elk-Congress-
man W. J. Stone is one of the
speakers secured by the conimittee,
but they are after other orators. Lo-
cal representatives of the Dark To-
bacco association will give addresses
on the progress of the sales. .
May Have Found Pence,
Detective Baker is preparieg to
investigate- the possibility ,of a cer-
tain woman keeping a"fence"' for
stolen property.. elated this altar
noon that he has noticed much fine
clothing In a trunk, and that a close
lookout will hereafter he kept. He
is expecting word from Memphis
which Will More rely explain
Beat, Precariously Ill
at His Home.
Patromin--Valter Shelby, a part-
ner of atreFiii—nan James Clark on the
night watch on Broadway, lies at his
home, No. 4417 Tennessee street, aut-.,.
tering from a paralytic stroke, and
Physicians are doubtful of his recov-
ery. His family and near relatives
have been notified 4 be at his bed-
side.
Patrolmstegrr yesterday after-
noon about 5 o'clock felt a numbness
ationt his arm. It extended to his
neck and soon had spread over his
left side. He finally Red the use of
it_paralysis. Steadily he grew worst
and this morning his condition was
precarious. Drs. Robert-son and Riv-
ers are attending him.
Shelby is a popular patrolman. He
went on the force less than a year
ago and has made an efficient officer.
Revival Is Succems,
Sharp, Aug. 23.---
creased audiences are attending the
revival being conducted in the Meth-
odistchurch by the Rey, Ti. Owen
and De W. T. Bolling, of Paducah.
SlIb00 the meeting began Sunday
there have been seven additions to
the church membership, and many
eithvernione. Three meetings are
held dim ring the day and all are large-
ly attended. It in undecided hil'w
icing the revival will continue.
Mt. Crawford No Better.
Grahainvine, Aug. 23.-(Special)
----The condition of Charles Crawford
Is - unimproved today. Little hope Is
rntatiltilltli for his recovery.
SANITARY OFFICER
AND BOARD OF HEALTH
Vacancies Filled at Joint
Session of General Coun•
cil Last Evening.
Two members of the board of
health and one sanitary officer were
elected last night at a-joInt meeting
of the general council. Dr. Untied
Benders and W. F. Bradshaw, Jr.,
were elected to the board of health
by a unanimous vote. Mayor Yeiser
thought It would be well to have a
lawyer on the board.
Both Robert E. Lax and J. L.
Gunther were placed in nomination
for sinitary officer. Mayor Yeiser
stated it was at the pleasure of the-
board whether ,two or one be elected.
As there is only one vacancy the gen-
eral council oft roll eall sleeted J. L.
Gainher. Eight voted for (Wither
and seven for Lax. Absentees were
Councilmen Wilson and Herzog and
ASIernem Palmer and Stewart
SECOND PRIMARY IS
CLOSE-NOEL LEADS
Memphis. Aug. 23.-The finish of
the second primary- in Mississippi
promises to be as thrilling as in the
first, and- at this hour- It Win doubt
as to who sh-all sueeeed James K
Vardaman as governor of the treat
state. Hon. E. F. Noel leads slightly
on the face of the returns The Noel
people claim that many Brewer ma-
jorities in the counties they have
heard from were cut materially, and
claim the nomination of the 'Holmes
county candidate by from 2,25e to
2,500 majority. The Brewer forces
were confident that Brewer would
win by from 2,5040 to 3,000.
STEWART'S BODY IS
FOUND NEAR MEMPHIS
FARMERS IN ARMS
AGAINST AUTOS
Attack Those Who Drive
Slowly Enough To Reach.
Tlie Paducah Aut. oink Club Votes
%paw). With Which to Prose-
cute Them.
1
ONE MAN TREATED SEVERELY
To run down and prosectite
and unprinciplee persons Itr
been guilty of outrageous conduit to-
wards automiebiSsts is the intent of
members of the Paducah Automobile
Club, and steps last night were taken
to carrs out this lean. Another im-
portant action taken be the elle; at
last night's meeting was thv appro-
priation of $11/0 toeards the com-
pletion of Benton road from Sharp.
Marshall county, to Benton. a die-
etnee of twelve miles.
Hon. James P. Smith Aseaulted.
While driving his automobile ou
the Benton road near Sharp, Mar-
shail county, Mr. Jairtoss P. Smith,
Republican nominee for mayor, was
attacked by a party of men and
struck in the face with mud balls, as-
saulted several times with a whip and
stoned. leortunittelv  he dodged -the
stones and escaped serious injury.
On reaching the city he reported the
matter to the police, and will em-
ploye a detective to investigate 'the
case. As Mr. Smith runs his ma-
chine at a moderate speed, he was
easily overtaken .by natives, who
visited 'their wrath against scorchers
on him.
Several weeks ago, when Mr. Jesse
Veil was driving his automobile at a
Svely clip on the Lovelaceville road,
he struck an obstruction placed in
the road evidently intended to wreck
some automobile, but his grip was
firm and his machine was saved from
the ditch by his grit in retaining his
grasp.
Three, with other similar actions,
have incensed automoblie owners to
drastic measures to remedy such out-
rageous conduct, and at last night's
meeting of the club many speeches
were made. It has gotten to a point
where automobilists feel their lives
in danger. - They combined and
agreed to appropriate unlimited capi-
tal towards prosecuting any one anti-
ps's-ted of being implicated in any
attacks on motorists.
The Road Appropriatiem.
The Benton road is comipicuous
for the absence of steep hills, and is
a favorite road for motorists. The
gravel ends nes; Marie Marshall
county, and members of the automo-
bile club voted to apropriate $100,
which, with the money appropriated
by Marshall county, will be sufficient
to complete the 12 Miles of road to
Benton, making 26 miles of good
gravel road from Peducah tospenton.
'I
DEEP WATERWAYS
DELEGATE IS MAYOR
e Delegates to the deep waterhays
convention which meet's et Memphis,
have not been appoInted by - Mr.
Saunders Fowler, to whom the au-
thority wag given by the Commercial
club. Today Mr. Fowler had not de-
cided on all the delegates, but Mayor
Yeiser will be named as one, he said.
The body of Edeard Stewart, who
was drowned Tuesday afternoon at
Memphis, was found this morning
and it will arrive tomorrow morn-
ing at 1:3'S o'clock. The family re-
ceived a long distance message this
morning announcing the recovery,
hut no other details were given. The
funeral will be held tomorrow after-
noon by the Rev. T. B. Rouse, of
Lone Oak, and the burial win take
plane in Mt Zion cemetery.
Mr. Ileb Moore.
• -
11eb Moore, 28 year's old, Mod of
typhoid fever at 10:340 o'clock last
night at his home on the Blandville
- alidi 4 fie was a- TaPtner'.:tar leaves
a wife and father, Mr. George Moore,
of the Blandville road. The funeral
will be held tomorrow morning at
10 o'clock, with burial in Mt. Zion
cemetery. '
ERNEST SPEES DIES,
AND BROTHERS SICK
Ernest Specs, 20 years old. son of
Mr. Robert Spec% a prominent farms
er residing six miles from Smithiand
on the Salem road, died yesterday of
fever. He leaves, besides his par-
ents, several brothers and sisters.
Four of his brothers are now con-
fined to their beds with fever, and
are in a serious conditlen. The
funeral of young Spees will be held
today, burial at the family cemetery.
- 
Still Lpoking for Leech.
."6(11.. Bud thle, who was beaten out
of, $250 by Henry Leech, Is some-
what discouraged this morning over
the mistake In identity in the arreet
of M. Coffin, of San Antonio, Tex.
-He has not given up hope entirely
and this morning his sole Green Dale,
-Illinois on the trail of
'Leech. It has been learned the de-
tectivee were, on the wrong trail, and
Green -Dale went to another small
town in Illinois in the endeavor to
capture Leech.
Pk 4 1.• v
RAILROAD DEATH
RATE CONSIDERED•
'National Government Inter-
ested in Grewsonie Report.
Niue Month,. of This Tear Yield
Enormous Harseet of Death to
Rapid Transit.
PRESIDENT SEE ES A RNIEDV. t-
Wat,hington, 13. g, Aug. 23.—The
perils of the road for the traveling
public are to cease if the progran•
adopted by the administrath
ti 
.!
prove effecve. ,The
ber of victims Whieh the relit,
miuotaur has exacted has led t:.
president carefully to consider ..
way to, curb its voratious appetite.
The result probably will be a strong
recommendatiou in his forthcoming
annual message that legislation lee
enactedbhich will permit the feder;.'
government to make. inveetigation,
of accidents affecting Interstat-
trains.
Edwin W. Moseley, secretary of th
interstate commerce commi.--
who_is known throughout•the
try leir his inipst in devising ti..
for fie proteetion of life and
on the rails, bald today that in tle,
states which have not machinery fe,
at careful investigation of .raliroa ,.
accidents congress should authoriz
the Interstate commerce comnilseie,
to make such inveatigatiop. 
full information can be obtain..,1
to causes and responsibilities.IL
some states investigations of
dents are made by coroner's Ingle
In others they are intrusted to the
railroad commissions. Seer. •
Moseley thinks the Wisconsin
road commission is especially we
equipped to‘make inquiries Into a,
cident s.
• States' Neglect Foreta—ectioa..-
"If we bear Inv mind," said
leloserey, "that 'a great deal of tit.:
legislation has resulted from the it.-
activity or unwillingness of the state -
to do their duty, we ca u better Iv.-
derstand why there has been feder.i•
Intervention and the need for it. It.
many instances the states have teeee
absolutely supine. If all the etate
Cut
Are
for
Cash
a
THE BARGAIN , LIST
WEl LLE'S Bargain. List is an intensely in-teresting document these days—very
much worth reier ring to, whether you are buy-
ing for a vacation trip or just because you have
economical ideas. It embraces all our two and
three piece suits, straw hats, odd trousers,
Stacy Adams and Nettleton shoes and. oxfords,
canvas shoes and oxfords, children's wash suits.
331 per cent off on all two and three piece
Men's and Youth's Suits.
25 per cent off on all Odd Truusers.
20 per cent off on all Stacy Adams and Nettle-
ton Shoes and Oxfords.
- 20 per ct: off on all Canvas Shoes and Oxfords.
_ 20 per cent off on all $3.50 and $4.00 button
oxfords.
25 per cent off on all Children's Wash Suits.
FINAL CUT OF THE SEASON
THOUGH there are probably two long, hot months during
which summer togs will head the list of popular favorites, it
is the policy of this house to clean up utterly each season; hence
this. final cut---more sweeping than any reduction we hpve
made in all this great mid-summer sale. New lines have been
added and prices still further reduced on those already offered.
This is certainly the time when it will pay you to buy. Look at
the price reduction list in this ad, and see if it isn't.
Straw Hitt prices cut in two---50
per cept discount on entire stock.
20 per cent cut on all underwear
selling above $1.00 per garment.
Perhaps you need some right now.
409:P413/BROADMIL
THIS TIME IT'S SHIRTS
First ancULast Cut
TOMORROW the reduction on allColored Negligee and Outipg'Shirts
goes into effect. As this is the first and
final cut our magnificent line of Manhat-
tan, Emery and other famous brands of
shirts is untouched by the eager bargain
hunter. You have a wide range of choice.
Come early Saturday so you will be sure
to -get your size and the pattern you like.
All $1.51) Colored Negligee and Outing
shirts,. 
 $1.20
Ashllirlt2s...01_Colored Negligee and Outing 1.60svir%...50 Colored Negligee and outing 2.00All $3.00 Colored Negligee and Outing 2.25
Aliliritsa.50 Colored Negligee and Outingsi  2.63
Ahilit's-)•" ‘ 
Coloreil Negligee and Outing
S r 
 3.50
bad a law requiring every car to be
equipped In accordance with the pro-
visions of the national safety appli-i
since law you would see a tremend- 1
oils reduction In the number of aced-
dents. But If the states wou't take
action to protect the 'his of their
own eitl.sens, then It becomes nat-
urally the duty of the federal govern-
ment to look after citizens making
interstate journeys."
"Thlt there is grave need of pro-
tective legislation sis shown by ihe
reports in regard to accidents issued
by the Interstate commerce commis-
sion for the last eight -ars. From
900 to 1907, inclusiv.e, there have
been killed 27,711 and injured 406,-
e
loss to the ebuntry, as many of tb
ihjured were so badly hurt that they
were unable to pursue their avooa-
' got's.
Roll of Dead and Injured.
The number of accidents in each
year is as follows:
, Year. Killed. Injured.,
19(10  1.799 "43,371
ileeel   2,957 4511311
19'12  !.l9 .39,finii
19113  1,154 41,977
ti'  .... 3.7137 51,343
21e. The great niajoi,ty of the. kill- 19..15 
ed and Injured were men and wonted 1900 1 ....... ..... 40225
in the prime of their usefulness. The 1807 ,(talne months). 3,8`.t5l
casualties represent almeat a total
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
•
Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
We ,Use the King of All
Bosom  Ironers.---Why?
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
-and without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the l'hump" so of.ten seen is missing.
No other like it in West' Kentaky. Satisfy yourself 
sending us your laundry.
h. a to,rr.,,lis te•;-
16,709 ed. The railroads have infonned the
57,42 commission of their desire te eo-op-
orate with the board and have ex
pressed a willingnese to furnish
trackage and equipment.
It is hoped that the board will be
able to make a preliminary report
some tirnefiki wintet for the use of
congress. The safety appl:ances have
no connection, however, with the
block signal system, .which fixes a
space rather than a time interval be-
tween, trains and' a determined effort
will be made to have enacted a bill
compelling the general adorition of
this system. Only about one-fifth of
the railroads of the country are equip
ped wieh it --a condition which the,
interstate commerce commission for
years has endeavored to have recti-
fied.
It is probable the railroads will
oppose any legislation wheh will re-
quire heavy expenditures by them,
even though the result would be
greater protection for life, limb and
property. Nevertheless, It is believed
the sentiment of the country fop safe
travel will be so unmistakably ex-
pressed that congress will not hesi-
tate to pass the necessary legleiare
t km.
Totals ...... 27,744 406,34$
l'be -number of .passengers killed
and Injured was much less than that
of railroad employes. Of the grand
total 3,058 passengers were killed
and.61,793 injured. Almost 25,0-00
employes were killed and 345,000 in-
jured. It is confidently expected
that when the law Axing the hours of
labor for railroad_emplOyes goes 'nth
effect next spring there till be •a
great faling off in the number of ac-
cidents among employes. The long
hours employes now have to labor
cause them, through fatigue, to fail
to observe or to misinterpret a signal
and a collision follows. It would
seem that the railroads themselves
would take action to prevent collis-
ions, derailments, etc.. not only be-
cause it would save them from pay-
ing damage claims, but also because
of the great loss they suffer throteih
the destruction or damage sustained
by their equipment. 4It is estimated
that in the last eight years the mone-
tary loss stliffered by the railroads as
a—reellit of accidents reaches the
enormous sum of $7,5,000,000.
.If that 'amount of money had been
laid Out In tho development and use
Natety appliances, the railroads
,-ould be in a -better condition today
an they are, and, of fee greater itn-
ertance. the 'country would still pos-
.-es the brain and brawn of the many
who have been isacrificed to Their nele
ligence. 
ATest Safety ppliance.
Coder authority. granted by the
last congress the interstat3 commerce
commission is making a tharough
test of safety appliances. The actual
work is being done by a board of
experts. For some weks past this
board has been examining a number
.` inventions which have ben situ-
died to it, eliminating those of a
"rank character Or which it appar-
-Ili cannot be of any value. The ap-
edianes sele^tecl for trial will be at-
DR. JAMES
HEAD-ACHE
by I
JR,•11*. ALIAINAD-111•N
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St. Fo 
alrl .11RAD-0,411[• 
Pale' red guaranteed by 
.1113,11,
CURE
ntaists
r
All 
POWDERS
o ;STAR LAUNDRY De Price 10
Fur twenty years It
Ind faithful remedy.
Vat been the true '
•
W. B. M`PliERSON
The Victorioun Peanut.
It was Ruud to • come. Every-
thing else has had its day-and It was
only a question of time when the
peanut should_bave its. And,JOr the
most part, people will be quite will-
ing to give the poor thing whateN,
prestige and glory may be due it.
Nevertheless the most accommodat-
ing frumaginatione have their limita-
tions; and there will be some to'pro-
test against anee*suggestion that a
diet of peanuts can produce a Lincoln
or a Jefferson or a Napoleon. It is
true that vegetables have, been the
source of brain, lung and muscular
power of that immaculate and stu-
pendous statesman entitled the Hen.
Robert M. La Follette, but it hateilot
been' claimed or ,egtablished that
even he ever partook to any extent
of a diet of peanuts. Tall oaks from
little acorle grow. That's no joke.
1310 can great thinkers from little
peanuts grow? Can a stream rise
higher than its source? Can peanuts
produce other than peanut politic-
ians? Can the peantrt-fed get away
from a peanut basis? We doubt it.
It doesn't sound right.—Courier-
-ournat
Anxious to Recover.
"So Galley really had to pay Wes
Yerner $10,000 for breech Of prom-.,lee, eh "
And now he wants to marry
her for her money "—Philadelphia snit a fine eiew
Press. trallt:"--e-Ple
METROPOLIS
WILL ilF: THE CARD AT LEAGUE
pARK ON SUNDAY.
tudependent• Will Oppose Famous
Bluets With New Line-I. p--
GI el Sport.
Paducah against Metropolis with
Davis, of Murray, Ir. the box for the
locals, against Dye, the crack pitcher
of the Metropolis "Blues," is the pro-
gram to interest fans at League park
Sunday. Manager John' HoIlan prom-
ises some Interesting sport, and will
play his men 'to the best advantage.
In order that a perfect infield may
he had, he will bring "Dutch" Rob-
ertson from center field to third
base, and secure another outfielder,
probably from Murray. With Pitcher
Davis from Murray, will come Out-
fielder Williams, and the team, ex-
cept the addition of one outfielder,
will be the same as seen last Sunday
when it shut Metropolis °et/until the
last inning when an error ....placed
the game in the hinds of the visitant.
Vrii-ritv47.7"trike Good.
sallikaiss
"I never knew a girl ao susceptible
to Batter, as 31.aud."
%Yee. Jack told her she 'Wad an an-
gel, and age went right off and began
to take leaving on the harp."—Philadel-
phin Press.
Taken to Brother's Home.
Mr. Joseph Brenner, the shoemak-
er, who has been confined in River-
side hospital 111, has been taken to
Herrin, Ill., to the home of his
brother, Mr. Louie Brenner, former-
ly of this city.
-
"I'm afraid, madam," toad a gen-
tleman who was looking for country
lodgings "that the house is too near
the station to be eleasant." "It lg a
little noisy," imitated the landlady,
"but from thus front veranda one has
who wise
.11-qtrtret--"
BASEBALL NEWS
American
Chicago 
Philadelphia 
Batteries — Walsh and
Waddell and Schrock,
Detroit
Boston  7 8 2
Batteries— Donovan and Schmidt;
Kerh and Shaw. 1
R H Z
Cle‘eiand  9 6 0
Washington  1 1
Batteriee — Clarkson and Clarke;
Sheridan and Evans.
National League 
R H E
Grooklvn  7 10 4
St. Louis  6 10 2
Batteries—Ruker and Ritter; Ker-
ger and Noonan.
R H E
Boston'  2 6 3
Chocago 1 5 2
Batteries — Darner and Brown;
Fraser and fil•foran.
R. E
New York  5115
Pittsburg 20 18 1
Batteries—Matthewson and Bres-t
nahan; Liefield and (libson.
R H
Philadelphia ....... 2 7 0
Cincinnati  1 4 1
Batteries — Corridon and Jack-
litsch; Weimer and McLean,
_ The Making of Old Korea,
When Japan took hold of Korean
akairs the peninsula Was almost des-
titute of roads, waterworks, hospitals
schools and banks, and the treasury
was so depleted that no funds were
available for such works. It was
Japan' that raised 15,0041,04)0 for Ko-
itelh needsN, of which $750,0e0 was
at owe, allotted to the building .of
high, ,onneetIng the chief bar-
FLOWERS
For beautifying your yards and
eatimatea on !Tower belie we
will call and tate you.- Phone
Schmaus Bros. /or toe largest
and most complete stuck of
floaters and plants in the city.
Free delivery to any
part of the city.
SCHMAUS BROS.
Both Phoraeri 192 "
—7,
i
1,cers and cities. A cotunein b chuol
:-..stem on the Japanese plan was
:credad, and the other needed works
, were promptly and efficietitly under-
League taken. Cleats of justice had bee*.
a H z mere auction roonis, whcre judicial
0 3 favor was given to the highest cash1
2 6 2 bidder, and the royal or imperial
Sullivan;
court was a veritable sink of eorrup-
Hon. These have been reformed by
the Japanese, and are rapidly being
• 
E 
put upon a basis which would beR H 
s 13 1 creditable to any elvilized land
It will not do to retort that while
bestowing these blessings Japan has
robbed Korea of sometheng still more
pre.lous: '
For what avail the plow or stil.
Or land, or life, if freedom fail?
For, ns a flatter of fact, freedom
has not failed, btit has seen enlarged
to the Korean people. Freedom as a
nation has not failed, because as a
nation Korea has for centuries had
no freedom. She has now and then
exchanged one master for another,
but has always been under some mas-
ter. It is hest that she shpuld now
be under one who will not oppress
her for his own selflet profit, but will
reform and upraise her for her own
good.- New York Tribune.
ONO. 
Newest Novelties In
LLeather
Goods
We are showing some very
striking ideas -in Ladies'
Novelty Leather Ooods—
purses, pocket-books, wrist
bags, card cases, coin purses.
in seal, alligator and all . the
other now fashionable leath-
ers. It's a display well worth
seeing and the prices will
prove particularly interesting.
10c to $7
Will J. Gilbert
4th and Broadway
Either Phone No. 77.
.Agent for,ortginsi allmgratti
Candies
IA
4.
•
•
• •
er
•
•
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grITE PADUCAH INEMNG HUN..
we
, You
can
$4.01)
.,
$6.00
$6.00
Hanan
Herat
Boys'
Boys'
Boys'
70
COCHRAN'S
Clearance of Summer
New goods are demanding
are reducing prices 011
know thc high grade
appreciate the mcney
Regent Oxford', pitictit
6 I ou rates. 
Hanan's patent kid Oxfords,
Stetson's patent kid Oxfords.
& Stetson Tan Oxfords,
/3 54 Tan Oxfoids, -estursiou
Tan t2 51, Oxfords, excursion
Tau $2.00 Oxfords, excursion
Patent Leather $2.50 anti
sion rit tes
ANNUAL
Shoes
space, and to get
all Men's Summer Shoes.
character of our shoes and
saving opportunity.
and gun metal, exeur
$3.50
it
excursion rates......... 4.50
exenrsion rates.. 4.50
excursion rates........_ 4.00
rates  2.50
rates .._....-........ 1.75
rates. 1 .50
$2.00 Oxfords, exeur-
$1.75 and 1 .50
Canvas Shoe and
per cent Off.
pairs Men's and Boys'
Ogfords 25
-
COCHRAN SHOE CO.
405 BROADWAY
Touch
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fa's,
of Physician's
Corpse to Sitting
Joseph. Mo. Aug. 23.---John A.
a ra:lroxd man who came here
front Sabethia., Kan., was
in /the jatds west of Locust
leo nights ago seesrently
The body was removed to a
where it lity over night, after
bad bee% pronounced sdead hy
eurgeon. •
the following day Hall's bode
on the slab in the morgue
late in the evening, beeause the
had been busy during the
W,?eat he wept into ale incergue
aceompanied by one or two
physicians ensj. the men tile)
tite body. No one keels
name, nor was there say-
In the lex kets by which his
creed be established.
coroner decided on a post mor-
Knife Brought
Posture on the Slab
tent examination to ascertain the
:lose of death, and, left his assisant
to do the work. As soon as the as-
s1stant's knife touched hint Hall be-
saft to arise from the slab, and a sec
ond later tdood on his feet before the
astonisned.doctet
' -Thu 'needn't cut me open," salt'
Hall. "I'll an.--aes. any question jou
ask me,"
SHail declared that he was •n-
Iticious from the time he fell to the
ground in the raiiroad yards, where
he had gone to ask' for outs:content.
ne aaisteissis.laemed a-Hetivet was salti-
when the coroner i,ttod beside him in
the morgue ad ennounced that he
eould ho:d it post Moslem examine-
tion, but was U.:1.12 te move or make
an outcry.' _
"About nest tone: said Hall, 'I
was doing some hair I thinking."
f
--,..
NOT LEECH
-----
BUD BALI. It: klIN Dlii.k.t-
POINTED IN 111111..
city but four Months, coming
Oklahonta, where he had been
gaged in railroad contracting,
from
en-
Ar-
sore,
talk-
of
011ie
mat
and
de-
gun-
are
s
In-
Zit's:
t:1
by
fair
in
yes-
wont-
, "Iii:verybody Should Know"
says C. G. Hays, a prominent business
man of Bluff, Mo.,•tivat Burkieu's
nica Salve is the quickest and surest
healing salve ever applied to a
burn or wound,-or to a rase of piles.
I've used it and know what: I'm
ing about." Guaranteed by all drug-
gists.
Swindler is i i . 4 ',din. jinn.
Constructor, Eoreto•rfy 'of
ttklalit tttttt .
t ,
That Silver Service.
Mayor D. A. Yeiser l's in receipt
a letter from Congressmap
James, advising that he has taken
up with the navy department the
of pernetting the gunboat Padu-
to come up the Mississippi
rivers to Paducah to receive
the handsome silver service. Nagel
Meyer, jewelers, have received
for a ether service tor the
and other jewelers are expect
designs daily. When they
_. to submit them, the joint
committee and Mayor Yeiser
will meet to select the most appro-
,
was M. Coffin aed not HeirrY
alias W. T. Leek, wanted here
felony, who was brought to Pa-
by Detective T. J. Moore froin 'ter
Tex.. yeetostslay and asicah
aa Col. Bud Dale, proprietor ofjOhlo
Richmend house, stated
was the wrong man het#
rtleased. Coffin brought his ,,,,igna
With him and registered at iboal,
hinl'e• He weht to the ting
to Jon his wife iihmediate:ein.ady
being released, and left at 3:43!tflnance
this morning for San Antenio l
it hot" fcr the San Antnnlo
,priate.-
as he expressed it.
Ialleges that San Antonio oftl-'
I
him to_he the wrong man,tst.h,,,.;^
him to secure a $25 re-!nattard's
He does not blame Padurahl8ntintstrnell 
in the least, realizing that he
respects tallies with the de-
of the fugitive. He 
weighs
DON'T GRUMBLES
tylohuetrinniiiiigtuniachtt"„y'.nda ytrl'cu)tt7:froert
Snow Liniment and g.t
i  Burns,A 7:tst it tsi "C ' "trrlo cfloorti Rhht
aciepes. SnenCthienleskt;atent at Willow IFZIrtit:,e,wrir. 
says that he finds Ballard's
8:4711:".'7,•ernutstlir'l'eS''otIdalt!yrojutisiot (11)..ei
sekaaeger, Lang Bros. and C. O. Ripley.pounds lees. but IS much tall'
teeth-are geld and he wears
but of the -Wld de.
Instead of the 3371 degree, as
by Leech.-
Is by profession a railroad
-engineer and carries an-
passes . over many. Southern
He wears an Elk pin and Is
11re:sited and Intelligent. ' He
his arrest good natuTally, any
that he would inetItuts
at San Antonio for
3-7' .4.--' C,fr 41 rt d 4' "V0(1 In that
"Dr: Fire' Looks Like-Beer.
Unable to prove that "Dr. Fizz,"
a beverage resembling beer, sold
10 grown, colosed, at the
5rounts August it,' is intoxicating.
the jury acquitted the defendant
Magistrate C. W. Emery's court
terday_afternoon.
- .
it -sometimes happens that a
an with a double chin talks enough
r,,r tr-i
-
I
"YOU ARE LUCKY",
If youdon'Lhave a rainy day. sickness, trouble-
_ you can't tell jdst what wilLhappen
. .
do, lf.you baven't any money what are you going to
You won't miss a little out of each week's earn-
ings. Figure out just how much you can spare.
Open an eccount with us and protect yourself
rizitiust the rainy day in the future. We pay 4 per
4
. ent. oil dettositts, -
______.
Mechanics
.,,.., . farmers
-.Lai 4
or.....---- ..
,.
and
Savings Bank
. .,..
21i groattway - -----'
..
PROTEST ACTION
OF CZAR'S MEN
Dr. Emil Hirsch's Case Up to
State Departtuent.
Will Demand That chictogo Itabbi Its
.tilosteol ise tett oi Through
Ilussimn Empire.
('ASK ONCE BEFORE
Washington, D. C.. Aug. 23.--
Shoed investigation confirm the
press report, the state department
will make a visuroue protest to Rus-
sia against the refusal of agents of
the czar to grant Dr. EMU G. Hirsch,
the well known Jewish rabbi and eau-
tutor of Chicago., atimisSion to the
Slav empire.
Mr. Hirsch's miss:cog lo IIMOda, as
, snierstood at the state &partite s
was not for the purpose of tacit '
revolutionary disturbances, but '
the contrary wassio ascertain the
art, ...condition of his coreligion.s.
and devise remedies for its allevia-
tion. Before his departure he ob-
ment ai, a i nod from the state depart
passport certifying that he was a
oStIzen of the United States and
of
e
such entitled to the protection t
government. In order to Make ass,
tutees doubly sure he obtained a.
t let
,
on,
through Senator Cullom. rt
front Secretary Root, which e
dressed to all American dipi
and consular officers :Ina tit..sp e -
him such courtesies as were
ent with their official dutic:.
Indienant at Ituesia'N .licti
Officials of the :state departne
are indignant that a man
Hirecit'a eteillepce and respect s
nttnuld be excluded by Russia nit.,
on the ground of his ke:Igien. Ss
teases have occurred In the past a:
they have been subject's of persistent
and earnest repreosontation. Only'
three years ago the house of repro
sentat:ves adopted resolutions to i
quest the plosident to renew nett(/'
float; with ccuntries where dIserii,
nation is made between Marcel(
citizens on the ground of religie so
faith or belief to secure by treaty ori
otherwise uniformity of tres•s •,•
and protection to American .
holding passports "In order that
American citizens shall have sets
freedom of travel and sojourn
those countries without regnrd '
race, creed or religious faith."
The ambassador to Russia at that
time was Robert S. McCormick. '
Chicago, atrd under'instructions frs
John Hay, then :secretary of state.
took steps to bring the resolution
1
the attention of Count Laniedo:
minister fur foreign affairs,. the ex-
treme:so dalicate task in view of tS •
resentment whl la had been arou•
through what Rusians regarded art
an improper ant( unjustifiable met!'-
ad adopted by the Anterirae cha
d'affaires in presenting a Jewish p-
tition only a short time before. Mr
McCormick succeeded In induc'!
the minister to reeeive his notes-,
McCormick's View of Case.
"It is for this reason," Mr. Mc-
Cormick stated, "that the mo ,siti
ha‘bisen, is, and alwari will be a
question with the United States, a
liable' to become acute and Is
brought forward at some time In such
a way as seriously to disturb the
friendly relations which always ha'
existed between Russia and
United States."
In the view of President RooSevelt,
ae quoted by the ambassador, 'Sit is
not, early to discern the compensating
advantage-to the Russian govern 
inthe exclusion of it class of touri
and men 4 business whose cheese
aad position in life are such as
offer in most cases a guirauteeagas
any abuse of the hospitality of Rus-
and whose intelligence and sterling
motal qualities fit them to be typical
representatives of our people and to
win for themselves abroad a no less
degree of esteem than they enjoy in
I- -
their own land.'
.
Street Car Strike O.
San Francisco, Aug 23 -The
street car strike wil,1 be declared off
before many hours, it is reported to-
day. The ways and means commit-
tee strthe strikers has arranged with
representatives of the United Rail-
roads to call off the strike.
The car men will return to work
as individuals. No questions rela-
tive to membership in the union will
be asked. All differences pertaining
to wages and hours will be arbitrat-
ed., The settlement would give 25.-
and Inemners_ of building trades
Onions and their families permission
to ride on the ears dettnitsS any action
the car men's union may take,
President 'Cornelius, of the car
men's union, says national °Meese
will maintain that the ,strike is still
on, and confusion is expected to re-
In the drama life Dies., are mote
thinking parts t n there are actors,
to enact them. -
PAO*
Ii
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C LOT HES
ariP AND BROADWAY
ESTABLISHED /868
ikOX BOgo
CLOTHES
We Are Lowering Stock With a. Vengeance
Price is the Power That's Doing It
331% DISCOUNT
On All Men's, Boys' and Children's Suits
All Strate Hats  
50 Per Cent Off Regular Price
Knox, Ltulltm, Staple and Fancy Shapes. All Means ALL c"
$1.00 Straw Hats now
$2.00 Straw Hits now
$3.00 Straw Hats now
-  14 00 Straw Hats now 
$5,00 Straw Hats now _
$7.50 Panama Hats now
$10.00 Panama flats noov
$ .50
1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50
3.75
5.00
raizt,
Miar
4, /owl
Men's Furnishings Reduced
Star, E. 't; W. and
Cluett Shirts
Plain, Plaited, Coat Style
Your Clraul*.;to
$1.50 Cut to $ 1.20
2.00 Cat to ______ 1.60
2.50 Cut 2.00
3,00 Cat to_ ___ 2.25
:1.50 Cnt to 2.63
500 Cut to 3.50
Men's Undertvear
REDUCED
$2.00 Cut to..
$3 00 Cut to......
$500 Cut to._.,...
$6 00 Cut to 
$7.50 (Silk) Cut to
$1.60
2.40
4.00
4.80
6.00
Outing Shirts
Pure Silk, Soiesette With
soft Collar, Cool, Thin
Material.
Your holv:e
61.50 Cut to  $ 1.20
2.00 Cut to_..._...._ 1.60
2.50 Cut to  2.00
3.00 Cut o_ 2.25
3.50 Cut to ._ , _._. 2.63
5.(X) Cut 3.50
Men's Fancy Hose
REDUCED
25c Cut to _ 
50c Cut to
$1 00 Cut to
3 pair for 50c.
3 pair for $1.00.
3 pair for $2.00.
 Odd Trousers 
Reduced
$1.50 Trousers cut to, $1 .1 3
$2.00 Trousers cut to 1.50
$2.50 Trousers cut to 1.88
$3.00 Trousers cut to  2.25
$3 50 Trousers, cut to_ -  2.68
$5.00 Trousers cut to .... _ . 3.75
$6 00 Trousers cut to.... 4.50
$7.50 Trousers cut to 5.63
••••••••••••••••1011,
20c
35c
70c
 =_11
 Odd Coats=
Reduced
Blue Serge, Sicilian and Alpaca Coats
The keel Thing for Hot Weather.
$2.00 Coats cut to
$3.00 Costs cut to
$5.00 Coats cut to
$7.50 Coats cut to
$8 50 Coats (silk) cut to,
$1.50
2.25
3.75
5.63
----- 6.38
F-
=33k Per Cent=
Discount Zygo-yekf PerDiscount -11
Mothers: Blues and blacks, fancy worsteds are included in this
sale. In fact, you can take your pick and choice of our entire stock.
$2 00 Suits cut to  $ 1.33
13•00 Suits cut to,._________......-2•00
14 00 Suits cut to 2.67
$5.00 Snits cut to . 3.33
-$7.50 Suits cot to.. - - 5.00
$8.00 Suits cut to . 5.33
$9.00 Suits cut to,..... 6.00
110.00 Suits eat to  6.67
Boys' Fancy Wash
$1 50 Suits ent to ........ 1. 1 3
$2.00 Suits cut to 1.50
$2.50 Suits out to ...  . 1.88
2.25
$3.50 Snits cut to.. 2.63
$4.00 Suits cut 3.00
HAVE YOU .SF.E.N THE NEW LUDLOW HATS WITH WINE TRIMMINGS?
11
44.4
.stm14), .""Mosstrosr--
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arTCPINOON AND WEEKLY
THE SUN PUBLISNINOCO.
INCOSPOR %TED
F. M.- FISHER, President.
N. J. PAXTON. General Manager.
liatered at the postoffIce at Paducah.
Hy., as second class matter.
IMIDOCKIIPTION KATES!'
- — - -
THE DAILY SUN
Hy carrier, per week  •le
By mail, per month In advance... .26
By mall, per year, In advance....22.60
THE WEEKLY SUN
Per year. by mail, postage pa2d..$1.11e
Address THE SUN, Paducah. Ky. 
Otlice, 115 South Third. Phone MI
Payne k Young, Chicago and New
York, representatives.
THE SUN can be found at the follow-
ing places:
R. TI. Clements & CO.
Van Culln Bros.
Palmer Douse.
John Wilhelm,
FRIDAY, AUGUST 2.3,
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
July. 1001.
r '
1 3920 17 3903
2 3895 18 3906
3595 19 3914
6 3906 20 3939
6 3914 22 '1929
7 3999 23 3923
9 4994 24 3930
10 3990 25 3919
11 3878. 26 3930
12 3935 27 3938
11  3918 29 3905
15 3911 30 1899
16 3900 31 3833
Total 101,923
July average 3  920
Personally appeared before me,
this August 2, 1907, E. J. Paxton,
feneral manager of The Sun. who
affirms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of Ju:y, 1907. is true to the
best of hie knowledge and belief.
PETER rulioYEAR,
Notes), Public.
My commission expires January
22, 1908.
Daftly Thought.
"Learn to find life's worth in your
work more than in your wages."
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
For Governor—Augustus E. Will-
son, of Loeirtille.ee,
For Lieutenant Governor—W. H.
Cox. of Mason county.
For Attorney General—James
Breathitt, of Christian county.
For Auditor—Frank P. James, of
Mercer county.
For Treasurer—Capt. Edwin Far-
ley, of McCracken county.
For Secretary of State—Dr. Ben
L. Firuner, of Hart county.
For Superintendent of Public In-
etructleu—J. S. .-3rabbe, of Boyd
eounty.
For Commissioner of Agriculture
C. Rankin, of Henry county.
For Clerk of Court of appeals—
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
For Legislature—George 0. Me-
Broom.
Mayor James P. Smith
City Attorney....Arthur Y. Martin
City Treasurer John J. Dorian
City Clerk George Lehnhard
City Jailer George Andrecht
City Tax Assessor...Harlan Griffith
&Idermen--T. C. Leech, Harry R.
Hank, G. M. Oehlechlaeger, Jr., C.
11 Charnblin, W. T. Miller.
Councilmen— Second ward, Al E.
Young; Third ward, C. li. Van Me-
ter; Fourth ward F. S. Johnston;
Fifth ward, S. A. Hill, Frank May-
er; Sixth ward, W. L. Bower.
School Trustees-- First ward, W. M.
Karnes; Second ward, W. J. Hills:
Third ward. H. S. Wells and
J. H. Garrison; Fourth ward,
Dr. C. G. Warner and C. G. Kel-
ly: Fifth ward, I. 0. Walker;
Filth ward. J. C. Farley and Ed
Morris.
Philadelphia is overrun with foot-
palTS7 Evidently there were not suf-
licient municipal °tikes to go around.
• France will spend —millions of
francs building war balloons. Now,
if that isn't throwing money after the
birds!
Samuel Gompers, president of the
American Federation of Labor,
charges the National Manufacturers'
association with -conspiracy. and the
-Pr with
''tu quoque."
We would suggest an amendment
to the style of the ordinance, making
it compulsory to cut weeds, so as to
provide for sweeping away snow,
_Instead.
THIE SOUTH AND TIFFS TARIFF.'
In an absurd editorial, charging
the people of the south with being
"emotional" and "naturally suscept-
ible to various kinds of crazes," in
which it attempts to show that the
north has set the pace In temperance,
child labor leglalatiott and railroad
Tate regulation in order to cripple
the south, the Memphis Commercial-
Appeal aide gratuitously: "Protec-
tion is nothing in the world hut a
northern device to tax the tolling
people of the south.- Sucff a state-
ment might lieva_lrela justified.
—Wee es ot-r-vr r';'," TOnd it iTin-S as
they -existed SO yee47...li ego—but from
Memphis today!
Under a decade of protective tariff,
the south finds herself more prosper-
ous—more hopefully, aggreesively
prosperous -than ever before in all
her history. Industrially she is Out-
stripping New England: commer-
cially she is making strides never
dreamed of; and the wealth is die-
ttibuted throughout all sections and
among all classes.
To talk of the protective tariff as
a device of the north to tax the
south, when no other section has de-
veloped in the last half decade like
unto the south, is foolish.
And yet,, 'after indulging this mons-
trous statement, which if true, would
be indicated by a prostrate south.
with decreasing, rather than increas-
ing, manufacturing; with a crippled
commerce and poterty stricken farm-
era, the Commercial-Appeal swallows
its own falsehood by admitting that
"In recent years the south has
been making rapid strides. Our
seaports are encroachipg on those of
the north. Our cotton mills now use
about as much cotton as those of the
north. We have made a wonderful
development in coal and iron. The
railroad development in the south
has been greater in recent years than
In any other section of the country.
This, then, is the situation.
We know not what motive actu-
ated the Commercial-Appeal in this
fallacious absurdity. We do know
that the south is not hysterical, but
that its very conservatism impelled
it to follow with reluctant feet the
Populism of the trans-Mississippi
west, rather than vote a strange
ticket.
Because it is necessary for a point
to be effective, that it be well within
the truth, does not justify one in
stretching thg truth to cover a point
Rudiments of elocution, the proper
manipulation of the organs of speech,
should be 14equired of teachers in the
public schools. If we persist, in a
few generations, not only will our
people not be speaking the English
language, but they will not be able
to understand one another. Last
evening we heard a little girl say:
"Fiddle fit"
It was such an odd expression
that when a companion of the first
girl screamed, "Wh a-at?" we stop-
ped to listen.
The first girl repeated: "You
asielty-fitid ."
Close observation of her action,
as she handed her companion a
door key, led to the supposition that
she was trying to say: "Use this key,
if it will
LITT THE CHII.Dettilal SKATE.
Now that a rink is being built, the
argument wil be made that a place
is provided for roller skating, and
the general council may properly
prohibit skating on • the sidewalk
However, that does no; meet the sit-
uation. Physicians say there is no
more healthful exercise for the
children than skating, and it is the
more healthful, because it is in the
open, instead of in an inclosed build-
ing. Moreover, the admission
charge would debar some children.
especially the little ones, while it is
more than probable that the big rink
floor with music and other attrac-
tions will draw the larger skaters
from the sidewalks this fall, thereby
relieving the eTtuation and making
unnecessary the prohibitory ordi-
nance, even from the point of view
of those, who are fearful of their
sidewalks. dislike the noise or have
their nerves shocked by the romp-
leg children. As for us, we will
tramp in the middle of the roadway,
if it will add anything to the pleas-
ure of the youngsters,
c'Writtirrilhtft said in substance
at Lexington: Attend to your own
role disturbances yourself, and unite
with a party of progress and national
prosperity, and let yottr statesmen
once more go to the front in national
eouncile Will the Democrats accept
the wager, and' discuss affairs of
statecraft, or will they continue
their course of petty politics? When
the people of the south are aroused
to the humbug o: Democratic preten-
lions, many easy-livers in the state
capitals-will resort to working 'for a
11-ellhatui 
Yes, there is some difference be-
tween a self-made man, and a ma-
chine-made statesman.
METROPOLIS PLAINT.
The Metropolis Herald ham this
"It was a sore day for Metropolis
in a fin/theta: sense, when we failed
to secure the I. C. incline. That in-
cline made Brookport, end it certain-
ly lost Metropolis 1,000 or more in-
habitants and the profitable handling
of hundreds of thousands of dollar.
in money; probably, that much tan
nilaYy.
"New. and again (•0T11011 the game
intermittent- question of handling
railroad and river stuff. The Rend-
ing Works people took up the quest-
Don of the establishment of a lumber
yard here in the early spring,. Then
tkarispj
It wag proposed and the proposition
failed tat the city buy and give to
the co, way the ground they owned
by Senator Green on the east end
LrIrM PADIJCAll ErFINING$ SUN
mirth • tbiet faller) i put Hap tiepdIng
Works ceimpany ' slime secure
this ground together with an option
on another steeled piece of land al-
io:Wog it. Again the interminable
question of getting steamboats and
barges unloaded coined up, and It
looks, after all, that we shall lose the
enterprise because the company can't
unload the stuff.
"This Joppa hasp and so has Brook-
port and this one thing we lack. The
Bending Works management prefer
to hare their yards here and they say
the I. C. pedpie are inclined to assist
them, but there it Is again, we hate
no incline and it would cost $100,000
to put one in here.
"The Fries.° folks at Joppa want
these Yards there and they have M
facilities for handling the star at
that point. Just now it looks like
our only hope for securing these
yards lies in the question as ie
whether or no the I. C. people can or
will make a satisfactory- switching
rate from Brookport here."
IN THE COURTS 
In Federal Court.
Set was instituted late %esterday
afternoon in federal court by Edward
Lagenbach and Arthur J. Morton
against C. S. Knight, Harry Craw-
ford, Clarence Slayden, Lee Thomp-
son, Will Baird, M. Polhamus and
others to recover land in Crittenden
and Livingston counties. The land
bears minerals, and an injunction is
asked for to restrain the plaintiffs
from taking mineral from the prop-
erty until the litigation is settled.
The suit was once before the court,
but dismissed.
In tircult Court.
George Allman entered suit against
Elsie Allman, for divpree and the
custody of an infant child. They
were married October 17, 1900, and
separated in April, 19.07.
Lou Gasky entered suit ' against
Joe Gasky for divorce, on grounds of
abandonment; also the custody of
two infant children. They were mar-
ried July 22, 1%486, and separated
May 31, 1904.
Harrison Dobson flied snit against
Gussie Dobeon for divorce. He al-
leged that they married in Paducah
on July 23 or 24, 19e7, and. that.he
was forced by threats of the girl and
her father, Joe .Johnson, into the
cornpact.
The Citizens
suit against Ed
call Furniture
pany and
Savings hank filed
Woolfolk, the Padu-
Manufacturing corn-
John 'Rock. trustee of the
furniture company, for $4,500,
note originally niade by Ed Wool-
folk, and on which the furniture
company assumed payment.
('. it, Sherrill entered suit against
the Tully Livery comparly for I2EN•
The petition alleges that Tully sold
• horse to- the plaintiff - for this
amount, claiming it to be his, when
in reality it had been stolen from G.
B. Williams, of Ballard .count)', Sher-
rill having to turn the mare over to
'Williams. Tally bought the mare
from some fellow representing him-
• to be from Hickman county.
In Police Court.
!Raymond Beek, colored, charged
with stealing 'brass and iron pipe
from the McKinnie Veneer & Pack-
age company, was. held over for
grand larceny In police court this
morning. Other cases: Effie Dilling-
ham, disorderly 'conduct, continued:
Lizzie Arnold, insuittng language,
$10 and costs; Florence Inch, insult-
ing language, $S and costs; Dr. Hard-
wick and B. Warren, breach of the
peace, continued; Steve Menton, dis-
orderly conduct, 15 and costs; Jake
Bonds, false swearing, filed away.
Mr. W. V. Eaton went to Central
City today on a business trip.
Messrs. Henrk Ecketein and Carl
'Leigh, of Chicago, will return to
their home this evening after a visit
to Mr. Leigh's relatives in the city.
Mr. C. H. Wilford has returned
from Mayfield.
Mrs. C W. Emery and son, Mr.
'Lorena) Emery, have returned from
New , Yllidt.
Mrs. Leslie Johnson. of St. Louis.
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Will War-
ren. of 1027 Burnett street
Miss Theresa Kirchoff, who has
been ill of fever, is sitting up and
much improved.
Deeds+ Filed.
Ed Watts, administrator, to Jen-
nie Lockwood, property on North
Fourteenth street, $785,
George C. Orurnbaugh to John M.
Critmhatigh, property arSeventh and
Madtaon streets, $3,600.
.nother. Point.
Her the ?trot time in the history of
the bankrupt court In this district a
point of law, which has caused much
contention in other districts, was
raised when Ed Woolfo:k an4 G. J.
Moore filed claims agaitnew.he Padu-
cah Furniture Manufeettiring corn
patty for $190 and $78 respectively,
for wages due them as employes of
the company. John Rock, trustee,
Wed objections, alleging that the
statutee read that no officer or stock-
holder in any rnatinfaentring con-
cern shall claim wages as an 
By consent ionsee (*eau interested,p../11"0
DOMESTICS I
GOING DOWN
yES, they have gone down at Guth.
re's. Instead of advancing prices
we have lowered them  for  Saturday
selling, thus creating a bargain oppor-
tunity which no shrewd shopper can
afford to overlook. Here ,you are:
6:c BROWN DOMESTIC 6,1c
s 1-3e Brown Domestic, extra good quality, full
yard wide; no more than 10 yards to a
customer; Saturday Utlb
9ip BLEACHED DOMESTIC Ific
12 tic yard wide,,heavy weight Bleached Domes-
tic, no more than 10 yards tos customer; 07n
Saturday atila
9,ic Heavy Quality Bleached Domestic 9;c
12 Lie heaviest made Bleached 1)otnestic, 10
only 9;C
ri-rtirtcrirc•aprtrime rt ay
2131c 9.4 SHEETINGS 28;c
3
of the season
:5c. Bleached Sheeting, 9-4, the  chance....... 281c
2k 6-4 SHEETING 2k
30e quality 6-4 Bleached Sheeting, twanti-
fni quality, for single beds 25c
Don't you !!_You, can save nton-ey by buy,
nt here! Ire hare w- hat fee advertise
—a
 alwaserniewsamee
0 ALL
FRIDAY, AUGUST EL
-.140•11111111111111111111•11111111111111, 
—44411111 itHERE'S a hat of the very latest
style," is the argument that
many hat salesmen endeavor to impress
you with, when showing you hats.
It is well to have a hat of "the very
latest style," but you certainly do not
want it unless it is, also, becoming to
you.
We have a sufficient variety of late
hat styles to . uit most every face, mid
among these are some hats that would
be absolutely unbecom in g to some
faces, even though they are "the very
latest styles."
We are hat specialists, and we will fit
your face, as well as your head, and
to select an unbecoming style. Fall blocks in
41'
ORIGINAL
dna DISTINCTIVE
s'ryLK
UNVARYING
OTALIT
Meet auk tor • 'two dollar Mir say "NOXALL"
art Est an extra dollar's worth el quality tor roodmassurok
will not permit you
stiff or soft styles are now ready, and you'll not wear a hat that's Dot
becoming to you., if you buy here.
Nox-All $2.00 Mallory Cravenette $3.00
Union Latvel in liaczh Fiat.
The Clothing Store That Carries the
"UNION STORE CARD"
323
Broadway
•
DESISERGER'S
Gibitin LEADERe0TMERs,
the matter ea- e •
Bagby to decide at ones. He is look-
ing up authority and will be ready by
tomorrow to render a decision.
In Bankruptcy.
Exceptons to sundry claims, ag-
iregating $15,000, were flied by
Trustee John Rork in the bankrupt
case of the Paducah Furniture Manu-
facturing company this morning and
indications point to a nett Mintier to
that made in the E. Rehkopf Sad-
dlery company, where the same point
of law was brought up. For two
1'04680118 the t rutile,° declaree the
claims should he barred. They fol-
low:
First - That creditors are not en-
taiid to liens on property
trankruptcy estate, because
did Pot-follow the *aw in tiling
,tud proving lien..
Second — Because material f ur-
nished the bankrupt concern was not
for the purpose of aiding the ewe
patty in carrying on a mantifactut
business as a_manufacturer, but was
furnished as finished material to thel
company as a merchant.
Referee in Bankreptcy E. W
Bagby consolidated all claims ex-
eepted to and set the date for hear-
ing argument at 9 o'c!nrk August 3e
' the gap.
;bletis number. There was a heavy
:play at the Mite. but little at
I was paid to Connor* bet. "Seven-
! teen in the bi.atk," drawled tpe deal:
.•r, and calmly pfoceedod to take an
Ivy the numerous bets strung ut on
the layout •
I "Thirty-five for one and your
j money back drawled the dealer ae
he laid $1 and a 4-bit piece beside
Ithe dime. Connor picked up hie
money and elbowed his way to a faro
game. Luck was 0111 with him, and
las he won he increased the axe of
Ms bets. The Monte Carlo has the
biggest limit of any house in town—
sten 71fl., ('nflhl''r" wa 110f
YOU DON'T 11AVE TO WAIT
livery dose antes you teelbetter. Las-Yee
treys your whole Inaida• tight: Sold on the
money •hack piss every-yrsete. Prow to cent,.
,"ShoestrIng to a Tannery.-
slack_Controe a Belittler of fortune
from Seattle, walked into theMonte
Carlo- gambling-house yesterday with
his pockets empty. This morning he
arm* from a faro table and csIged
th-M1R811" thr 'dense crowd which for
several hours had watched his daring
plays, with $6,500 of the house's
mews; in his pocket.
Connor had a streak of luck that
wou'd have made a yellow Jog sick.
He had heal in Geldfieliti but a few
short brains when he blew into the
Monte Carlo. On the floor his eye
connected with a 10-cent Piece. He
pieked up the coin from the floor.
and walked over to a near-by roue'
--------
IsstLI‘Lb bssettal.
August and September are two,
months wlien one has to be very care-
ful about every condAtion that makes
for good, or had health.' The system
is usually beginning to feel the strain
of the hot summer months and the
different organs need but very little
to throw them into complete disor-
der and result In probably a fatal ill
nesa.
Good hearth is assured however if
you heed nature's gentle warnings,
and are in any measure discreet.
The usual summer disorders--171R-
!aria, general worn-out, and run-
down, eonditions,billeusness, stomach
and bowel disorders of all .kinds,
chronic or acute headachet yield
readily, and very quickly, In the Os-
teopathic treatment, and have Ito,
attending ill effects. Usually- you Are
as ill from the tustomery media*
preseriptions as from the illnees, bit
in Osteopathy you experience. none of
this. Let me tell you at any time of
the great success I am having With
lite treatment Ln P.adaismite4alsolleata4
ter you to people ripi kno* well for
the evidence, and who wili,tIk FOn
just what it has Itono for them.
DR G. G. FROAGE,
516 Broad wai.,ti r stairs. Phone 1406.
323
Broadway
quit, and he had tile layout to hall-
stilt for the greater part of the time,
with a dense crowd gathered around
the table watching the play. Time
after, time did he call the turn, until,
at last, weary of the game, he cashed
in. $6.500 winner off a dime Whitt
be found on the floor.
-From a shoestring to a tannery,"
remarked a habitue of the bcuse
the lactiy man made his way to the
doer.—Whiteville News.
Some wives get comfort out of the
thought that their hushauds are just
as good as other men when they are
as1(•ep
Prize Waltz
At Wallace Park
A prize will be awarded to the beet lady
dancer attending the dance at Wallace Park Pa-
villion Monday night, August 26th.
Notice to Customers
All buzz fans to be rewound
--fer--the--new -eurrerrthettrid-be—
at our office, 406 Broadway,
before September 1. A charge
of $4 each will be made for all
fans sent in to be rewound
after that date.
The Paducah Light & Power Co.
4 1 nrcorporaled4
•
C?
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garasols
All colors, silk of linen, priced for this week
grice
$4.00 Parasols ..... $2.00 12.00 Parasols  $ 1 .00
$3 00 Parasols  1.50 $1.00 Parasola .. .50
None txrepted---All Sc.
tffr+4-4-4-44-1-44•4Nr
LOCAL NEWS  t
.---For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
---Dr Moyer residence phone 464:
office 175.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Broadway.Phoie 196.
-City spfbscrIbers to the Daily
Snn who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lector,' or make the requests direct
to The Sun office. No llattention wi
be paid to such ordefs when given
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
-We give you better carriage and
better service for the money than
is given by any transfer company in
Aneerlea. Fine carriages for special
occasions on short notice; also ele-
gant livery rigs. Peemer Transfer Co
-Kodak, from $1 to $25. Some-
thing new in the Hee and all neces-
sary supplies thar make kodaking
pleasant, at R. D. Clements & Co.
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
427.S. Third. Old phone 1395; new
phone 351.
-Have The Sun mailed to you or
any of your friends going away for
the summer. Theeaddress will be
changed as erten as desired, and the
rate is only 25c a month.
--Hotel Belvedere Cafe, John
Burns, steward. Soft shell crabs,
frogs and ail the seasonable delica-
cies.
-Gasoline boats for Outing par-
ties and hunting trips, furnished,
with licensed operator by Motor Boat
Garage Co. Old phone 1113.
--Perpetual green lawn grass seed
just receiver. Branson'e, 529 Broad-
way.
--Dr. J. W. T. Patterson. of 4./5
North Twelfth street, announces that
In future he may he reached by new
phones 661 or 1500 instead of old
phones „j161-m or 2099.
-Dec Hayes, the barber, of West
Broadway, heard burg:ars trying to
gain ,entranc-e to his residence and
frighteeed them sway. They heard
him when he arose to secure a shoes
gun.
- CaPtain Joe Collins, of fire corn-
patty No. 1 and City Electricial In-'
spector William J. McPherson, re-
turned last night from Buffalo, N. Y.,
and the emit after a ten days' vaca-
tion. They enjoyed their trip.
--Mr. Malley Robertson, who by
his own request was sent to the Hop-
kineville asylum for treatment for
mental trouble, has ,recovered, and
last night his wife went to Hopkins-
vine to accompany him home. He is
expected back this afternoon or to-
_ ̀morrow. His many friends will be
gratified to know that he has fully
recovered. -
--Place your oraers tor we4.11-11
Invitations at home. The Sun Is
showing al great an assortment as
you will A n d anywhere, at priced
meek lowee thaiserem will have to
pay elsewhere. t
--Last eight the IOCAl musicians'
union gave a, delightful dance at
Wallace park. Many tickets were
• sold before band, and the pavilion
was crowded before the dance had
been in progress half an hour. Two
orchestras alternated.
--Mr. R. 'M. (Dick) Allen,. of the
county, h s urchased a fine colt
from Lexington for which he paid
$6,04). The colt is a trotter out of
a Wilkes mare by' Moko, and is of
the same family of "The Monk" one
of the fasfest of Kentucky trotters.
He will train the colt for track work.
-Jake Ronde, charged with steal-
ing a suit of clothes from a nian
named Curtis in Memphis, was given
So days In the county jail on plead-
ing guilty to petit larceny, by County
Judge R,T. Lightfoot this morning.
-All members of Magnolia Grove
No. 2 are requested to meet with
Mrs. Clara Maxwell, Thirteenth and
Burnett streete, tonight, as there is
business of -importance. -Mary A.
Lee, clerk.
•
Drunken Iliosband Dead,
New York, Aug. 23.--Bernard De-
laney, first sergeant of Company F.
r•Sixty-ninth regiment and assistant
. _janitor .of.slleseearinory, %hot hia-
ip their apartments today and then
• 'killed himself, The bullet owtered
mrs. Delaney's ear and physicians
beie.ve she will recover, Drink
calmed the tragede....., .
JAIL DELIVERY Pii.EVENTED.
Young Holder, Convicted of Killing
His Father, Almost Escaped.
Jackson, Tenn., Aug 23.-'Lee
Holder, the Loy from Union City un-
der sentence or death for killing his
father, and whoae case Id under ad-
visement of the supreme court, which
will deliver an opinion at a special
term to be held here September 5,
came very near escaping from jail
here early this morning. He, with
two men, Fletcher Blackwoods and
Ab Wilson, were confined in a cell,
and secured a pocket knife from a
negro woman. They cut the bars
of the cage, and then, securing the
Iron lever on the door, broke the
crofts piece. They crawled through
the aperture into the hall and began
work on the brick .ail. They had
just made an opening when heard by
Jailer Givens in time to prevent the
escape. It recalled the escape of
Lee Cahn, Day and other noted
prisoners five years ago in -May.
"Dr. Fizz" Decided to Be Strictly
Non-Intoxicating Beverage.
Ed Brown was acsuitted yesterday
oa acharge of selling liquor without
a license. It was developed that he
had a stand at the fatr grounds on
the eighth of August, and sold "Dr.
Fizz," a drink prepared by A. M.
Laevlson & Co. The evidence intro-
duced in the case satisfied the jury
that "Dr. Fizz" was strictly a tem-
perance drink, and is not in the least
Intoxicating.
This is the second time this week
that the claims of the manufacturers
of ''[Sr. Fizz." that it Is simply a
soft drink has been sustained in
'Squire leinery's court. Philip Stephon
having been acquitted Wednesday.
This detision is of much importance
to A. M. Gaevis,on & Co., bottlers of
this place, and numerous customers
throughout ehla vicinity who are
handling this beverage.
Found Mining Property 0. K.
Highly elated and enthusiastic
over the future prospects of Invest-
ments, Harry* Watkins, Z. T. Long,
J. N. Cooley and C. M. Parkhill have
returned from 'Marion and Critten-
den counties, where they inspected
the mining property on which they
have secured an -coition. They found
the conditions one hundred per cent
better than they anticipated although
they had confidence that the propene
was saluable.-Mayfield Messenger.
PALMER HENSLEY BETTER;
HOPES FOR HIS RIM /OVERT.
Palmer Hensley, son of Dr. T .1
Hensley, of Newbern. Calloway coun-
ty, who, was struck with a baseball
bat Saturday, is better today:
(lard -of Thinks.
We wish to extend our thanks to
our neighbors and friends for their
favors and kindness ehown us during
the illness and death of our husband
and father.
MRS: J.. M. MOLLER AND FAMILY.
-•
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In Honor of Birthday.
Mr. J. C. Ineavis and Mrs. Dealla
Reavis entertained August 22. with
a four cieprse 6 o'clock dinner I
honor of Mr. •Iteavis' 36th anniyer-
sary. Several handsome presents
were received. Those present were:
J. W. Adams, general organizer of
C. B. of Carpenters and Joiners, of
St. Louis; Mr. and Mrs. George
Watts, Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
Ars. Arthur Watts, Mr. 'Joe
Master John Acree and Miss
Watts.
Acree,
Arts,
Madie
For Her Guest.
Miss Laura Sneed, of Louisslile,
was the honoree of a party given last
night by Miss Mary Futrell, at her
home at St. Louis.
o Dance at Mayfield.
In honor of guests at her house
party Mrs. J. N. Cooley gave a dance
at the' Elks' hall in Mayfield last
night. A number of Paducah people
attended the danee from this city:
Messrs. Henry Cave, John Brooks,
Zarb Bryant, Al Wolfe,' 'Wallace
Weil and Dr. Walter Iverson.
To Paducah Girls.
Missies. Lillian, Lorena and Carrie
Beyer, of Paducah, are being enter-
tained by Misses Liiria Thurman and
Estee Douthit and friends this week.
Monday the party was augmented by
Misses Ones Happy and Ruth Beau-
!rout. A carriage load of young gen-
tlemen went 6ver to Mr. S. R. Dou-
thit's residence, in South Mayfield.
The evening was Went from 5:31) eo
11 p. in talking, dancing and
consuming refreshments. The invad-
ers were Leornatd Blalock, Will
Taylor, Bob Smith, •Earl McCaughn,
Roy Rutherford, Hub Davis and Wil-
son Baugh.
Mts.: Vennte Beaty has returned to
her home in Smithland, accompanied
by Miss Vennie Edwarde, of Wash-
ington street, whom she visited while
here,
Mrs. J. A. Miles has returned to
Martin, Tenn., after a visit to her
brother, Mr, .1. A. Drummond, of
South Fourth street.
Miss Marian Adair returned to her
home in Hawesville today after a
several weeks' visit to Miss Mabel
Canes!, 938 Madison street.
Miss Vera Davis. 1102 Monroe
street, and Mies Loretta Billings.
1106 Monroe street, left today for a
week's stay at Dawson Springs,
Mrs. Nettie Mostenbocker returned
to her home in Marion, ill., today
after visiting Miss Celesta Yeltima,
Mr. Cook Husbands, 935 Jeffersou
street, left today for Richmondd, Va..
the Jamestown exposition and other
cities in the east for a several weeks'
trip. ,
Mrs. J. H. Sehneelman and daugh-
ter, Maegarette, and Miss' Kate Smith
have returned after a pleasant visit
to Mode-1. Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Ae S. Hunt, Mrs. Nola
Darnell and Miss Eva Darnell left to-
day for Dawson Springs.
Miss Mary Bit:lance and Miss Fan-
nie Boaz, of Florence Station, are
guests of Miss Nell Thompson, 421
South Sixth street.
'Mr. Lee Massie. of Woodville, re-
turned this morning from Mayfield,
where he has been visiting.
Mrs. L.. Rudd Is visiting relatives
it Ragland.
Miss Estella Kettler, 321 Soute
Third street, left today for Vincennes,
t±e visit Mr. and Mrs. F. H.
Johnston. _
Mrs. P. M. Mick and children, 704
South Thirteenth street, left todas
for Hardin county on a visit to
triencle.
Judge James Campbell, Sr., went
'a Daweton Springs today for
week's stay.
Mrs. 'S. 8. .Daniel, of Savannah,
Tenn., was in the city today en route
'o Kuttawa on a visit.
Mr. Burnett Nichols, of near Ban-
dana, who has been seriously ill of
• • •
. •
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Carnal fin disgust): "All. I've got to say is that I thin this imitation
business is going too far."
_
N114,1's Cho a, Anti Dtilla Nickles, of
1006 South Sixth street, have re-
turned frotn 'Dixon Springs,
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Woods returned
to Cairo today after visiting Mrs. J.
A. tMeachan. 400 South Third street.
Mr. John Schrayen, of Dick Davis'
tie shop, went to Nortonville this
neerning to complete work on the 'I.
C. depot roof.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Hayes went to
Little Cypress this morning.
Mr. James Hearne. the Illinois Ceti
tral boilermaker helper, ha i gone to
Bandana to visit.
Misses Meta and Ella Mertz, of St.
Louis, and Elsa Kowaletky, of Gol-
conda, Ill., are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
E. W. Bockmon, on Kentucky avenue.
Miss Thiele Smith is visiting In
Chitsago.
Mrs. W. C. Gray is touring the
priucipal Canadian towns.
Mr. H. W. Hinkle returned today
from a business trip through western
Tennessee.
Messrs. R. P. Scales and W. A.
Young, of Stokes, Tenn., were in the
city today dn a business trip.
M.r. Charles Regain& of Kevii, was
In the city today.
Mrs. I. W. Holcomb, Lis North
Eleventh street, returned todey from
a v.sit in Mayfield.
Mrs. J. M. Coombe and children,
Robert and Louise, of Louieville, ar-
rived- today on a visit to Miss Lizzie.
Singleton.
Mr. S. E. Skinner returned from
Fulton today.
Mas'er Meyers Arnold. of Mem-
phis, arrived today 'on a veit to hie
aunt, Miss Al-lie Arnold, of South
Sixth street.
• TWENTY THOUSAND GONE.
-
SINtretary of Chicage Labor Union Is
Accused of Emiwzzlemeeit.
Chicago, Aug. 23.-Through the
defalcation of a trusted secretary-
treasurer, the Milk Wagon Drivers'
Union, one of the strongest labor or-
ganizations in Chicago, has, it is al-
leged. been plunged from affluence
into temporary poverty. By means
of duplicate books and juggling the
various accounts, the official. It is
charged, has secured In the course of
a year possession of all the union's
funds, something over $20.000.
WILL DELIVER AN ADDRESS.
Mrs. Alexander Wel'hm, of Cairo,
Vice President of itebekalis.
--- -
Cairo, Ill. Aug. 23 -Mrs Alex-
ander Weldon. vice president of the
Illinois Rebekah assembly, has been
invited to deliver an address before
a Rebekah assembly at Folsonsdale.
,Ky., and left for that place this morn
frig going via Padneah. She will be
accompanied by Mrs. Isaac Welder.
Mrs. Weldon is an enthusiastic
worker for the order and is making
a meat efficient officer.
May Go in Debt for Millions.
Washington, Aug. 23.--A careful
examinhtion of the law governing the
Panama canal hits satisfied Acting
Secretary of War Oliver that the pres-
ident is authorized to grant the re-
quest of the iethmian canal commis-
sion for permission to create a defi-
clence• of 65,000.000 during the cur-
rent fiscal year to meet the require-
ments of the engineer department
for an enlarged scale of operations.
The president has been so advised
and on his approval permission will
be cabled to the commission,
Black Hand Slutoting.
Sharon, Pa, Aug. 2:1 --Mrs. Anna
Rotunna was shot and probable- fa-
tally wounded today by Guiseppe
Goatee. an alleged member of the
Black ,Hand._ The- woman's husband
aiso was shot in the hand. Rotunna
had demanded that -Molitea cettie pas,-
ink-attention to his wife. The sheet-
ing f'.lowed.
--Cholt-ra at shanghai.
Berlin, Aug, dispatch from
Shanghai says that cholera has
broken out among the Chinese there
and that several Europeans have
1ILL MINVI tu ett• alter-wee. oeseese;
other Chinese and Japagese coast
towns are infected. but the spread
of cholera to Europe through ocean
steamers is regarded as improbable.
Four on One Scaffold,
Lancaster, Pa.. Aug. '23.- The
death warrant for hanging four Ital-
ians here on October 3, is the first
Warrant for titer persona to be exe-
cuted in Pennsylvania in many years.
The issuance for four persons to be
hanged on a single scaffold is without
precedence in the memory of the
men serving In the state offices,
Fall Races
ANNUAL HORSE SHOW
Paducah, Ky.
Sept. 24, 26th end
27th
$6,000 Purses and Premiums.
WOULD LAY GHOST
SECHE I %RI TAFT OFFERS IN%
TATION To SOUTH,
Mould Like to See It Take Its Place
in Councils of the Nation Once
More.
Lexington, Ky., Aug. 23.-Secre-
tary Taft, in his speech here today,
after complimenting Kentucky as a
southern state, entered in earnest
upon the discussion of the great
questions involved in the national
campaigu. .
Taking up the race question, he
"1 am not a pessimist with respect
to the race question. I ani convincel
that nothing has so much contributed
to Its gradual solution as the thir-
teenth, fourteenth • and fifteenth
amendments.
"The negro is necessary to the
south as a laborer, skilled and un-
skilled. Were the negro withdrawn
from the south, the difficulties agri-
culture would labor under can hardly
be overstated. The negro is an
American. He has no other sountry
than this, and can have no other
country than this, and called upon to
defend it, he lays down his life with
the same freedom that the whit..
man sacrifices his. It is our duty to
nee to it that his path is made as
easy as we can and that his progress
is as Incessant as proper encourage-
ment can make it.
"His best friend- the one that can
do most for him and the one in many
respects whet sympathizes with him
moste-is the -southern white man
He understands his defects. HO
knows his virtues, and if the negro
responds to the opportunities for im-
provement as Booker Washington
points them out, we pan he sure that
he will grow in the estimation of tits
white fellow citizens of the south,
and that the great problem which
has burdened the south with its race
issues will be targets' solved."
Speaking of the fifteenth amend
meat., Mr. Taft said:
"The fifteenth amendment does
not require that every liege° elated
vote. All that it requires Is that he
should not' be excluded from Voting
because he is a negro. If he lacks
eduvational qualifications,  property
qualifications or any other qualifica-
tions that the state may lawfully im-
pose as a rule of eligibility for its
voters, then he may be exe'udeel, pro
%tided that every one else who lacks
similar qualifiration is equally ex-
cluded.
"The strict enforcement of the tif-
teegth amendment does not involve
an amalgamation of the races, has
nothing to do with Rodel assocfation
or equality. It does not involve so-
called negro domination and to per-
mit the question at this late day-
forty waste after the war-to control
the votes of intelligent men in re-
spect of *PUPS that are living and
that affect their welfare is to indi-
cate on their part a lack of sense of
proportion, which. I cannot
will continue to manifest itself
among the voters of the south
Concluding his remarks on the ne-
gro question, he said:
"If only under the infitience of
President Roosevelt's administration
sonic southern states, including Ken-
tucky, couid he led into the Republe-
can column' in aecordance with the
rest sympathies of the voters of these
states, it would he a crowning glory
of his administration. It will not
necessarily work tor the benefit of
the Republican party In the end, be:
cause the closeness with which the
Southern Mates have united In sup-
port of Democratic candidates and
we might expect more Independence
of voting in the north if the voters
there were not confronted with the
solidity
aof American '.1(.71t h'A  citizen and lover
of country. however, I long for the
time when the eolith shall again he
received into the counsels of the na-
tion, and when tho people of that sec-
tion shall rusime the influence to
whTeli They are enterieter -am! 113 wuarlt
they themselves deny therneeives by
being frightened at a "Mere ghost of
the past."
Burglar,' Start Fire sod Steal Jewelry
Louisville, Ky., Aug. 23.-Follow-
ing a fire in the grocery store of N. I.
Cohn. this morping Mrs. Cobn an-
nounced that jewelry valued at
over $5,000 and $250 in money'
were missing. It is thought thieves
started the fire for the purpose of
robbery. It wax discovered that in
gas pipes in the cellar were tomet
on and an' explosion was narrowly
averted.
Seven Men Killed.
New York, Aug. 23.-Seven men
were killed today by an explosion of
the boiler on the coat barge Patter-
son in dry dock et Hoboken. Engi-
neer Hopkins had lust started to
build a fire tinder the Weiler when it
went up. He was frightfully 'Welded
and died almost instantly. Six ma-
chinitets on the bargti either were
killed outright or died hefoie moi-
ling the hospital.
Water Koolers
At
HART'S
110011 and CHEAP
GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated.
it WANT ADS. 
Subsi•riber. insi•rtimr, want ads in
The Sun cc ill kindly remember that
all such items are to be paid for
when the ad is inserted. the rule aps
plying to (very one without excep-
tion.
FOR KINDLING wood. ring 2361.
htITCHELLS for high-grade bi.cy-
cies, 326-328 South Third street.
WANTED-To buy trunk. Address
C, care Sun.
--61.-1-ANINd-s on pres.....g neatly
done. James Duffy. Phone 462-a. -
LOPT-'Sear i;OistolfiCe, belt with
butitle• 'Return to Sun.
FOR RENT.--Three room cottage.
Apply to 1335 Trimble street.
FURNISHED ROOM
408 Washington. Phone Veit,.
---081 1 beetles lied stovewood ring
437 F. -Levin.
FOR RENT-Apartment ,in e f4,3
North Sixth -street. George Rawleigh.
FOR RENT--Two Toon's for light
itousekeepaig. 407 South Fourth St.
--Foil DRY WOOD, old phone
2361.
rent -
WANTED--Fifty ship carpenters.
Paducah Marine Railway company
W. I). BROWN Concrete Contrac-
tor. Ornamental and waterproof
work a specialty. Phone 2820.
-WANTED-Five union painters
Apply to Gilson paint store. Wyatt
& Holland.
FOR TI1E BEST sandwiches, chile
and hot tamales, call is: 111%
South Third street.
FOR SALE--Five fine quarter oak
settees. Almost new. 901 Kentucky
ventote Old phente
- FOR HICKORY stove wood and
sawdust telephone Robert Smith',,
New Phone 763.
CLOTHES cleaned and pressed.
All work guaranteed. Solomon. The
Tailor, 113 South Third street. Phone
1016-a.
WHEN BUYING HARNESS, Sad-
dles or repair at the•Paducah Harness
and 'Saddle Co.„you are getting the
best. 204 Kentucky avenue. -
FOR RENT-The barber shop on
Seventh street 'oppositethe court
house. Possession given at once.
pply at Biedevnan's store_ 
FOR Et ENV. on See LE--Eleves
room hoes.? on South Sixth street be-
tween Clark and Washington. Newly
painted and In good cendition. Apple
to He A. Petter.
FOR RENT-Two six room cot-
tages 502 and 506 North Seventh
street. All modern conveniencee.
Furnished If desired. Phone 02368
-W.ANT.tb -.Experienced double
4etry bookkeeper. Must be accurate
and able correspondent. State age,
previous employment and salary ex-
pected,. ...Address Z., care The Sun.
15 TEA-MS •wanted at Fiftli--and
Monroe avenue. Apply to Contractor
Weikel.
FOR RENT-Front room with or
without board, 421 South Sixth. Old
'phone 1949.
MEN--Our illustrated catalogue
explains how we teach barber trade
in a few weeks mailed free. Motor
,Barber College, St Louis. Mo
- gasoline
launch, five foot sbeam, four cylinder
24-horse power. Inquire at 34ergen-
thaler-Horton Bask* Co., Meehanl
Iscburg.
P
FOR SALE- N , -
proof gate. Wolff's, 327 Broadway.
FOR SALE One tine houeenoet,
al ao two new skiffs. cheap Lying in
the lettek's Nest, Pmiecah. Ky.
JUST RECEIVPIT)--1.-000 -imint of
high-grade sample shoes. Regular
prices $1, $e and $6 shoes. We of-
fer these bargains at $2, $2.50 and
$3 per pair. Ben Klein, under New
Richmond House.
FOR SALE-Good farm in Liv-
ingston county 1 mile from Coffee
landing, on public road: 50 acres of
land, 10 acres orchard. Good 4-
room house. Land all cultivated.
Good out buildings. Apply /74 Kin-
caid avenue. Phone 1639. W. 11 Bo-
lin.
COAErte clIt WA tit 'I1EMEe,
Might Give Mr. Harriman Tip nut Hay•
lug of Railroad.
Pitsburg. Aug 23.--Gen Jacob S.
Coxey, the erstwhile leader of Coxes 's
army, which met' Rs waterloo at
Washington when it failed to obey
the "keep off the grass" signs, le
going into active service again, and
will raise another army. Instead or
trudging along dusty roads as tha
"Comnionwealers" did in 1894, the
new army Will ride in Pullman cars
Coxey, who is spending a few days Is
Pittsburg on business, announced to-
day that in a epeeist train he and his
followers will visit every state in the
union and preach state and munici-
pal ownership of public service cot%
porations.
"The campaign which I propose to
start." said Ooxey, "will be a giant
compered with the, march at which I
west the head In 1894. It has been
figured out that. it would ,cost twelve
billion drittars to buy the railroads of
the-United Stance'. What does; that
amount to with interest at 6 per cen•,
which the public pays? Why_ jive'
4720,000,000 each year: Now if the
states owned the railroads, my plan
I s to_ have the state issue bonds,
.without interest, which the citizens:-
and taxpayers moist pay to the gov-
ernment, and get the money to buy
the railroads. The various state.
rtoirld pay the government 4 per cent
or $18.000.60'1, a year, and this
could be raised by adjirstment of the
freight charges, to he charged the
cornorations which use the refire:ode
This would relleie peoele of paying
taxes on the vaet amount of bonds
which. are now extant."
Prince Sails for Newport.
Norfolis. Va., Aug. 23.--Prince Wil-
helm, of Sweden, sent to represent
his grandfather, King Oscar, OT1 a
visit to America, incident to the
ittmestown exposition. is aboard the
Swedish cruiser Fright, en route to
Newport. R. I. He will be given a
reception by Mr: and Mrs. Stuyvesan
Fish tomorrow.
C. E. KIDD 4 0. R. KIDD
Physicians and Surgeons
Office 609 Broadway.
Both Phones
Office Illn, Residence •=1
DR. MILTON BOARD
• Office Columbia Building.
With Dr. J. Q. Taylor.
Phones-Residenee, Honer
Office. Both phones 47.
Houre-.10 to 12: 4:50 to 11110; 7 'sr
ft; Sunday, le to 12.
.4,
4
p. 
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A
BARGAIN
IN
FAR
LANI
Personal Correspond-
ence As Evicience
Paducah, Ky., June 5, 1907.
Mr. Will J. Gilbert, City.
M 
Dear Sir:
l id_have.-been a sufferer from KueY
trouble and backaches for twelve
oars, suffering 60 much at times
that I have been uvulae to follow my
i
voratiou (carpentering). I have tried
numerous retneelles without succems
until a few days ago I eccured a
sample of Lantz's Red Kline). pa-
lets. I reeelved so much benefit Tram
the sample Wets that. I decided to
give the medicine further trill and
temeht on.. eo cent ht' z teem 'tie. I
An Undivided •
Estate Must Be
Sold at Once
SITUATED within
a mile and a
half of Trenton, Ky.,
a town of 2,000 peo-
ple, having good
schools, churches,
rural acliveries, tele-
phone connections
throughout the
county and a rich
surrounding territory
owned by well-to-do
farmers, this farm
commends itself to
anyone seeking good
farm lands in a high-
class farming sec-
tion of beautiful
country with social
advantages. Tract
embraces 306 acres of
good land, all of
which is in a high
state of cultivation,
with the exception of
50 acres of timber.
One the place there is
one residence of
seven rooms, one
large stock barn suf-'
ficent to accommo-
date twenty head of
stock, besides spa-
cious hay loft and
cprn cribs, three
large tobacco barncl
three good tenant
houses, fine well and
cistern, large or-
chard, vineyard,
lentv of stock warpr 
_etc. The price will
he named upon ap-
plication at this office.,
Now is the time to
see what the land will
produce. Telephone
127 or call at office.
married Every woman covets 
didn't love him. and didn't want him who-pan:see through Princeton."
'
_
a
shapely, pretty figure, and 
many of them deplore the 
laround. She said he annoyed her by For the past Six years Paducah hasi
loss of their girlish forms ihis 
unwelcome wooing and she loved captured first prize on the division
;after marriage. The bearing 
some one else. _---
heof children is often destructive 
T judge was as much mystified
hoes-ever, b. y the use of Mother's Friend before bah comes as th'. iters 'Writ-ten to Min by Miss Homan.
stand and prepared a bunfl:e of let-
55 ever until Peyton returned to theto the mother's shapeliness.
All of this can be avoided
Women
ISgreat liniment always prepares the body for the strain upon it, andpreserves the symmetry of her form. Mother's Friend overcornee all thedanger of child-birth, and carries the expectant mother safely throughthis critical period without pain. It is woman's greatest blessing.Thousands gratefully tell of the benefit and relief derived from theuse of this wonderful 
These told him not te daspalr and
thnt all waled come out all right.
Judge Howe' linatly ordered Peytor.
liquor while on duty win he ells-'rimed under $500 bonds to keep Cie
charged.tetme of the injunetion. and threat-
with the depot lawn. Te lawn is as
pretty this year as in former years..
• H. * O. Wars on Drinkers.
Baltimore. Md. Aug. -21.-- The
Baltimore & Ohio railroad hits issued
orders that all employes who drink
remedy. Sold by all p e
e
v
n
-e
e
r
d 
m
h
o
im
lest
w
ed
ith
th
a
e 
jail sentences
ag'ain.
 if he
The Wabash, from Henderson, is
,
druggists at $r.00 per , at the wharf receiving repairs. New
book, telling all about 
Since then ' Peyton has not beer.
on the !mat.' She' will be taltelt oat
bottle. Our little hollers and ittacke are helm; placed
this liniment, will be sent free. F
el In. marrying the 101. Thr orirl'• 
tomorrow or tbe nr-t of next v.-eek.
A. 
notlzed Mies 'Homan. Proceedings roe Stin want ads, for requite.
*Waal Forrectuitte
The Ohio at Evansville and Mt.
Vernon will begin rising within the
next 12 tie-24 hours and continue ris-
eleg to deys.- At Paducah, will re-
main ;Wet stationary or fall slowly
during the next 24 hours. At *Cairo,
will remain about stationary or rise
slowly during the nett 36 hours, then
have taken this, and am pleased to
say that all traces of my old tremble
have passed away. I attribute the
cure to Lantz's Red Kidney Fillets
slid heartily recommend them to an)
one afflit•ted as 1 wes.
CHRIS WMAHAN.
Mr. McMahen is a well known car-
penter and musician of Paducah.
What bantz's Red Kidney Fillets
have dune for him they will do for
you.
If you have never used these P11-
lets we will gladly give eou a two
days' trial treatment free.
W .1 niLitEirr.
ONE THOUSAND r
DETEcTIVUe ME ON TRAIL OF
MAIL POUCH THIEF.
Famous criminal is Suspected sad
letisted of a ShadOW
in City.
Omaha, Neb., Aug. ?Z.-One thou-
sand government inspectors. secret
service agents and ofneers of all lends
are battling with the most Minting
;riti gigantic mail robbery in the his-
tore of the postoffice department.
to the present time there is ab-
solutely ao clew to indicate at what
point the theft of the three pouches
containing $230,000 of registered
mail occurred.
The mail pouches are gone --that
is officeey admitted by the postal
autherities but how, whpu or where
t RIVER NEWS
lette•r Stages.
Cairo  20.5 0.0 st'd
Cbattanooga  4.2 V. rise.
Cincinnati  10.6 0.3 fall
Evansville  7.1 0.2 fall
Florince-MissIng.
Johneonville-Missing.
Lottiseille  4.3 0.1 fall
Mt. &mei  3.8 0.0 Bed
Nashville  7.4 0.1 fall
Pittsburg  5.8 0.1 rise
St. Louis  18.2 '0.1 fall
Mt. Vernon-Missing.
Paducah  8.1 0.2 fall
The river had started down the
tank again, a:though slowly. This
morning the stage read' 1, a fall of
0.2 since YeeterJay. A tide is com-
ing down_ the river, and it may have
some effect on the river here in sev-
eral days. Yesterday the river Was
stationary, and Chet morning s fallis :.11:1 ne terrv.
was slight. Weather cloudy and bustSecret se' 1 yore agents and immeet-
, ness was keeping every one movingIlls al, parts of the central% met
at the wharf.hit.' todie and held a long eonfer-
The Joe, Fowler was the Evansvillet i• When they dispersed thee
tio otderr .90410,th 
of
 the packet today and she had big busi-
ness on bot htrips.t teem ;
The Kentucky arrived early thisI emote. :titan Thief suepected.
morning from the Tennessee river
Many theories were euggested, en- and left for towns down the Ohio to
Pertained and then rejected. One
theory which alone was given ntore
eitelence than the rest is that Bell,
the 'moil-emit, mall poach thief, is at
the lee tom of the robbery. Three
b ago BM was arrested, but es-
caped from two detectives in Phila-
de`.phia, although handcuffed U. the
officers. ails arrest at that tine Was
for Stealing a registered mill pouch
at Denver. Two years ago he was re-
arrested in Seattle. Again he es-
ea ped .
Bell's home Is in Omaha and he
mekes his- headquarters at Denver.
II' the cleverest mail thief known
to the department.
Today the government officials de-
clared that their first_theory, that the
eags had been miscarried is no hoaxer
prebable. In that event they note.)
have been located before now.
Shadow Suspects in Big titles.
One theory advaneed at the con-
fermate today was that after the rob-
bery was committed, the valuable
packages were incased in new wrap.
Dees and sent by mail or express to
some large city where they will be
called for. Postmaoters at every big
town in the UnAed States have been
notified to closely watch all mail and
inspect registered packages.
Orders were anmedlately sent out
placing inspectors In every watch
tower everlookng the mail rooms
and geneeral deliveries of the larger
offices. Ever e suspect caning for mall
will be shadowed.
The inspectors robed a mass of
ba ing theories.
, A poation•of them Insisted that the the dry desalt_ The work will he
mail wakon„ wile robbed while the finished tomorrow and they will he
pouches were being transferred from let into the river.
the Denver postoffice to the velem
. •
teat ion.
Some enterteined-the theory that
the robber was secreted In the car
and that when the mail clerks went to
sleep he stole from his hiding place.
took the Barks and at the first stop
opened the door and disappeared.
On this theory, postmaster's and
officers in every town on the Boring-
unload freight. She will return this
evening and receive freight all day
tomorrow for the return trip up the
Ten neesee river.
A new wheel is being built on the
Roat-, and repairs to the wrist and
cylinder are underway. The little
packet will be ready for butoiness
Monday morning.
INJUNCTIONS ARE
DEFIED BY CUPID
Process of Law anteourae of
True Love Pitted.
Manitou Mare Won Secetheart
Spite of Proceeding. In Coto-
Ileittp1 14 Court.
J DUE WAS MUCH MYSTIFIED
Des Moines, Ia., Aug. 23.-News
of the marriage of Miss Katherine
Homan and James Peyton at Mani-
Colo., yesterday, which reached
the family of the girl' here today.
furnisiten the sequel to the most ex-
citing courtship ehose who know the
story ever heard or lead about.
Peyton, who is a jeweler here, Vet
met Miss Homan about two years
ago, ind he made up his mend on the
spot that he would make the girl his
wife. He has done it despite the op-
Mention of the girl, her parents and
the efforts of half a dozen judges,
who save ben kept busy for more
than a year Issuing injunctions in a
vain attempt to preveat Peyton from
making love to the girl.
For along time after he first met
Miss Homan Peyton lowed her In
silence and dtsereetly. Just about a
year ago he first told her of . his an-
tention to make her his wife and
Miss Homan promptly swore out a
warrant for his arresealleging his a-t
tentlone annoyed her. That was the
official beginning of Peyton's court-
ship.' He was brought pefore Jidge
Mathals In police ecurt and tried, but
the charge against him was dismissed
Imeautreethe judge did not feel at litre
erty to Interfere in his courtship so
long as It was condueted quietly.
Arrested tor loosely
Enueuraged by this. Peyton re-
turned to the 'attack, and it was not 'a
week until he was arrested again,
this time on charges filed before the
coRmissioners in lunacy, The com-
rniesioners looked him 'over ad de-
cided that he was insanely In love
with Mire Homan but otherwise ease,
and dismissed the charge.
As soon as he was at liberty Fey-
ton's first act was to propose again
to Miss Doman. dark time the 'girl
sought the protection of the civil
The Harth has gone to the Casey- (outs and eerie-eel an injunction
vide mines for a tow ef coal for the from Judge McVey prehlbiting the
West Kentucky Coal company. jeweler from making love to her.
The J. B. Richardson will run an Peeton defied the injunction, pro-
excursion out on .the river tonight [Aped again, said was promptly ar-
and then leave for the upper river to rested for contempt. He was ro-
be gone for 'several days. leased on a promise to quit proposing
The steamer Savannah. of the re- to the girl, but inside of two daes for
liable St. bouts and Tennessee Pack- got his promise and was arrested
et company, departed to the Moires- ,.poteen. This time be was charged
see river yesterday afternoon with with stopping the girl on the street
every' stateroom tilled with pleasure and asking her to be his wife. Then
seekers and round-trip pepple. She another injunction -was issued pro-
will be followed by the new steamer' hibiting Peyton from talking to the
The Savannah ardved last night leased again.
girl on the street, and he W23 re-Saltillo.-Globe-Democrat.
from St. Louis en route up the Ten- Peyton wasn't. dIscouVaged. Within
nessee river on her regular trip. She a week he had proposed ,to the girl
had a good trip both of passengers three times over the telephone. An-
and freight, other injunction was issued, this time
The Chattanooga recelered freight by Judge Howe, preventing him from
today and she will leave this evening dong that.
at G o'clock for the Tennessee river.
The Bettie Owen made the usual 
Court Demands Explanation."
The next time Peyton met Miss
trips to Brookport and over the river Homan she was walking in the street
landings today. A good business for :tab Wilaem Clement. another sinter
Friday wail had.
,The George Cowling was at the 
fie her hand. Peyton promptly
knocked Clement down, lie was
wharf today from Metropolis and was fined for that, and another in-
brought over a good-number of shop- junction was limited prohibiting him
toes from the Illinois towns. - from interfering with Miss Homan's
Barges are being repaired today at ree„nee • pe)eee sae reeetees teen
and broke injunctions eight and left.
making love to Miss Homan _every
time be got a chance. personally, by Ed Winfield, colored, 28 years old,
letter and over the telephone. 'worked desperate:3o to get his body
-Einally jedge Howe got tired. of it and succeeded all het his legs.
Issuing rTiTunctions and ordered Hie. left i.gt was crushed aria his right
court inqiiiry Into ?eaten love bruised. He will be placed In-the
affair. Peyton was pet on the stand local Illinois Central hospital this
and declared Miss Homan and heimerning and will be confined sone -
were engaged, but that her brother time.
objecoted to the marriege. He admit-I
fed the girl had filed. the various Mr. William A. Keller, chief gar-charges against him, but said It had (fetter of the Louisville division ofton line between here and Denver fall. been at the solicitation, of her mother eke Illinois Central, was in Paciucab
We liaee several good driving horses fiir sale at reasonable prices and
will guarantee them as represented. Call and see them.
THE 'FULLY LIVERY COMPANY
AMC:1011.0RA rto
Furth Strut and lenhicky Avenue.
livery and !larding Barn.
The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah
• You get handsome, well
appointed ca r r 1 ag e s
when I serve you. We
give prong, personal at-
tention at all tilues.! ,•
HARRY ANDERSON, PHONE 915
• magoisaacassiamomsmossmusaw ..c.amanstamaa asasigawasspr.srakazass-
A Man is Known by the Tele=
phone He Keeps
Paducah people demand the best and we meet the _
demands of the best people.
EAST TENNES§EERLEPHONE CO.• 
were instructed to keep a strict watch The Tennesgeo from Feoranee ..k t 
.1,1 VI V. 1r
The Dick Fowler -pulled out this
morning at-8 o'clock for Calroewith a
good trip.
the mouth, not much change during keep peace in the family had denten n,,,,e.
', '"• -'1 11. 1"' /S•1 " today, the' bearer of; discouraging
ethe next 24 hours. Ii. at home. He declared-that all the „Princeton; to ITT5•---'iiiind, will getThe Nilesissipple from Chester to aline she had been meeting him so-
I
Cairo wIl: continue rlsing during the cretle. e, 
tarot prize for the prettiest lawn on
next 21 hours. the division," he declared. "The Then Mies Homan took the stand. Princeton gardener has worked hard.'
Fk•st she Isaited that Peyton leave--- n1 and I have done all I could for hime
the court room. Then s said slie He has a lawn admired by every one
4
leeird teem TWIT today's messier" tor-
. "ode( :toe tie;t finally tte Enid sarrPr41- on the city dnek for repelre probably
Tio Bratheld Ragilatsr Co., Atlasta, ea. r en relatives claire that Peytoti had hYP-
MUMMER CLEARANCE SALE I
soniim-STILL IN PROGRESS
Slashing reductions in every department are keeping up the
interest of our patrons. Look carefully at the list
we are naming in this ad.
The Deepest Cut of All on
Straw Hats
Our stock of straw its embraces
the season's nohleetot shapes and
weaveti and we are not even exclud-
ing Panijnias
*5 00 lists now...................$3.34 
*3 00 Hats now $200
$2 00 /fats now ._....._.. .. _ $1 34
*1 00 Hats now .. . 66(
Heavy Price Reductions on
Men's and Boys' Suits.
Unequalea on any previous bale.
Suits never were marked as low
and prices cut as deep.
'‘io Sults now .  *5.00
$10.00 Suits now .  ..... *7.50
$12 50 Suitsnow . /9 37
$15.00 Suits now.. *1125
Big Reduction in Shoe
Prices
Low Quarter Shoes -
Crossett's ft 00 and $5 00 Oxfonls
now ...... ....... $3 40
Gullett's Special $350 Oxfords
now ...................12.98
KIR:Oxford Siboes Reduced-
#3 00 Oxfords now .12 39
$250 Oxfords now   . $1 98
Patents, gun Metals and vice,
swing or straight last.s.
comimisumaimar
foal Reduclion
on
I 
You will sayyoureelf
that they are sur-
prising values, par-
Licularly when we
guarantee t lieu to
give excellent wear.
It would be an in-
justice to your pock-
etbook not to'coint,
• in and examine titer',
of specials
Boys' School Suits Greatly
Reduced.
New is time time to make prepara-
Li,us for ecflool Thc boys will
eveil a new suit: we have reduced
the prices so as to make :them at-
tractive. • An extenelve line to
leek from. It will pay you to call
early.
$1 50 Buys' and Children'a
ul ts now
*2.00 Boys' and t7bIldretre
Suite now 
*112
  i1.50
$2.50 Boys' and Children's
Suits now $1.88
f3 00 Boys' and Children's
Suits now    •225
HAM) Boys' and Children's•
Suits now 300
aa.tai Boys' and Children's
Suits tilow ..... 43 75
•=z-
Underwear
Special
We still have it complete run ot
size% in those 50e quality Elastic
Seam Drawers, whieh atrivtil
too late for the season's regular
business, and which we are now
e.acriticinL! tor it pair
39 cents
U. G. GULLETT CO.
(I neorpc ratted. I
312 E3roadwity.
for contempt of court and annulment
of the marriage are threatened by the
moth.er now.
RAILROAD NOTES
An average of 225 loaded freight
ears per day is the business done
every 24 hours by the Lanols Cen-
tral at Paducah. An average of
1.575 loaded freight ears are handled
every wek, a busimes bee owl the as-
p:rations cf many towns of lerger
popu:ation than Paduach and with
more than one big railroad.
,Yesterday there mere '35 freight
trains handled Into Paducah and 36
handled out. Thirty trains were
hand:cd through the shop yards alone
net couneng those handled' in 'the
south yards. One fortunate eircum-
etanee Is that th4shop men are work-
ing heroically on repair Work, and
this morning there was a surplus ofe
motive power In the round house
waiting to be celled Into service, the
first time the road had ben ahead in
engines in some time.
Caught between two cars, while he
was swfching In th Memphis yards,
•
Two Piece
Suits
Much surprised
.!uitinient has been
wide on ‘the $10,
$12.50 and 515.00
mting Suits Which
we have been sell-
ing for the past two
weeks for only 15
per s u it. These
suits are made up
in cheviots, cassi-
weres a u d wor-
steds, in the fash-
ionable plaids and
stripe*. There are
still a goodly num-
ber of ttein on
hand and you may
have your choice
of the lot for
$5.00
Per Suit
Look at the Stamp on
Bottled in Bond Whiskies
Very frequently the most inferior
goads depend on their sale by having
a,green stamp on the neck of the
bottle,. This counts for nothing with-
out merit and quality is in the bottle.
Early Times
And
S.
Jack Beam
Is nine summers old. The gov-
!merit stamp -will so indicate.
• • •
ti•
•
••
• a
r
Nitrhing 'Joiners ann
Oirei-burdened Women
In air stations of life, whose vigor and
vitality may have been titalerlitilied awl
broken-down by over exacting
Wel a duels& the too froment hearing of
chi:Oren, or ether (Wakes. will !Intl in Dr.
Pierce's 'Favorite l'reseription the most
potent, Invigorating restorative s trougtie
giver ever devised for their special bene-
fit. Nureing nothers wi Iinii it especial-
ly valtiablo i sustaining eir strength
and promoting n unthint urishinent
for ie child, ctan rs too
will find it a priceless e the
system for toby's coming an ng
the ordeal comparatively painless. eet
ny stateeer coreilljol
lOt I' ern.
cues you., 'eak women, who
suffer front 'frequent healaches, back-
ache, eraceingelown tintress lew doer'
hi the alsionien, or front Iu1t1tit,i or irrtg-
tilar monthly pi.riods, guan ing t,r dis-
trt-ssed• sensation in stomach, thizy or
faint 
s•pel''
,1 See Iiiia.ln,ryNpf`t'l,•4 1 ,r sods
floating et.fere eyes, liat'i• disagrecatilP,
pelvic catarrhal drain, t;rolapsiv., ante-
Version or retrtevvrsion or t.11ier displace-
ments of wontaniN. .4rtgans ft n oakness
of parts will, '1A r They experience
essay or (trey a to of the above symp-
toms, find relief and a prinatient Cure by
zrasing_failtufillly and fairly itcrsi,tently
Dr. tierce's Favorite Prescription.
This world-famed +specific for woman's
weedesessees and pectliar aiJatehte Is a.
putt glycerie extract of the choicest na-
tive, medicinal roots . without a drop of
alcohol in its make-up. All its Mandl-
snits printed in plain English on its bottle-
wrapper and attested under oath. Dr.
Pierce thus -Invites the Mlles& investiga-
tion of his formula knowing that it will
be foiusd to contain only the best agents
known to the most advanced medical
=woof all the ditteretit schools of print-few the cure of woman's peculiar
vlitkyoune and afimento
want to know more about the
sse. 
composition and professional endorse-
ment of the "Favorite Prescription.* seed
postal card request to Dr. R. V. Pierce,
Buffalo, N. Y., for his free booklet treat-
hug of same.
You can't afford to accept as a substi-
tute for this remedy of +moues composition
a secret teetrum of unknnten composes
time Doiet do it.
a.
POLAK BEIM STE1K.
NM So Bed If (spoked With Plenty of
Strong (Miens.
According to Max Fleischman, who
hai nut only kil:ed polar bears, but
has eaten the same, the meat was
• fairly palatable,although it was feces
sary to cut it into very thin attipsand
hammer it thoroughly before broiling
In order to get the blubbery taste out
of it.
"In addition to this precaution,
Bays Mr. Fleiechman in the National
OtsograPh:c Magazine. "I would ad-
vise that a plentiful admixture of
onions be used in broil.ng fresh bear
• meat, and if the onions are +Atone
enough and one has a penchant for
Onions one won't really mind bear
steak, It 13 the opinion of the writer
and also of the inip surgeon, who
was the taster of all new food, that
young seal is a great deal more palat-
able Chau bear meates
"Regular As true Mum"
Is an expression as old as the race.
No doubt the rising and setting of
the sun In the most regular performs
ance in the universe, unless it is the
action of the liver and bowels when
regulated with Dr. King's New Life
Guaranteed by all druggists.
26c.
Sympathetic,
"I never Raw such friend as Toinp
kin's chauffeur and his auto are."
"ExpAin.""
"Rymer time the chauffeur gets a
lag the onto werbbles out of syne
pathy."--Milwankee Sentinel.
DoNer nit nixie
And lose all Interest when help is
within reach. lit rhino will make that
Beer perform its duties properly. I, B.
Vaughn, Etna, Ala., writes: "Being a
constant sufferer from constipation and
a disordered liver. I have found Her-
bine to he the beet medicine, for these
troubles, on the market. I have used
It constantly. I believe it to he the
best inedivinv of its kind, and I wish
aH wufferers from theese troubles to
know' the good Iferbine has done me."
utile by J. H. Oehlschlaeiter, Lang Ftros.
- and C. 0.Ripley. -
•
When a woman marries toman to
reform hfm she learns what it is to
lead a strenuous life.
Few things choke sympathy quick-
than e• i; ! erows
Oak Dale Hotel
Brookport, Ill.
SAID SI i Oaf. Ermalusi 0 K
In. L A. Luna trawling:.
EVANSVILLE. PADUCAH, AHD
CAIRO LINE.
Warmth* sad Pedwrai Packet*
incorporated)
(Deli, Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe- Fowler and John
Hopkins, leave Paducah for levane
Till, and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now in ef
feet from Faducah to Evansville an.
return. $4.'.0. Elegant Mllea on tho
doat. Tab)- unsurpassed.
STEAMER DICE FOWLER
Leave* Pmeirsah for Cetro and WIV,
landings at 8 a. in. sharps, daily, Si
eept Sunday. Special eneurelon rat*
sow in effeet from Fadueah to Cale
and return, with or without meab
and room. Good music and table nr
surpassed.
For ftirther information airld7 to
N. A. Fowler. General Pave. Agent, or
Fowler,. City Pam. Agent, al
Potrlar-Crambangh b Polk eller
Polk plass!, NC IL _
to. CAB EVENING SUS r.tt;F, swvt:,;* '
THE LION AND
THE MOUSE.
InalMallarrelm. By CHARLES KLEIN.
dietary of American Life Novelized From the Ploy it
..1RTHUR HORNBLOW.
COPYRIGHT. 1906, BY G. W. DILLINGHAM COMPAST.
 a-
(('ontinued from last bustle.)
clIAPTER XIV.
I
T was nearly 7 o'clock when Shir-
Icy got back to Seventy:fourth
street. No one saw her tellue In.
and she went direct to her room
and titter u hasty dinner worked until
late into the night on her book to melte
up for lost time. The events of the
afternoon caused her considerable un-
easiness. She reproached herself for
her weakness and for having yielded
Re readily to the impulse of the mo-
ment. She bail said only; what was
the truth when she admitted she loved
Jefferson, but that right had she to
dispose of her future while her father's
fate was still uncertain? Her con-
science troubled her, and when she
carte to reason it out calmly the more
impossible seemed their union from ev-
ery point of view, How could she be-
come the daughter-in-law of the man
whet had ruined her own father? The
Idea was preposterous, and hard as
the saerifice womild be Jefferson must
be made to see it in that light. 2'heir
engagement was the greatest folly. It
bound each of them when nothing hut
unhappiness could possibly come of it.
She was sure now that Pte toyed Jef-
ferson. It would be hard to_glve him
tip, but there are times cud circum-
stances when duty and principle muet
prevail over all other conelderatione,
etuti this she felt was one of them.
The following morning she received
• letter from Stott. • lie was delighted
to hear the good news regartlimig her
important discos cry, and he urged her
to lose no time in securing the letters
and forwarding them to eituesespequa,
ashen he %toted inimediately go to
•WashIngton and lay them before the
senate. 'Documentary evideuce of that
conclusive nattfre.•he went hit to say,
Would prove of the very highest value
In clearing her father's name. He
added that the judge and her mother
mere as well as eltesumetances would
permit and that they were not in the
least worried about her protracted ab-
ronee. Her Aunt Wily had already
returned to Europe, and Ineloxiakwas
still threatening to teave dally. •
Shirley needed no urging. She quite
realized the importance of *cane
quickly, but It was not easy to get
'at the lettere. The library was usu-
ally kept le ketl wheu the great man
'ems awny, and on the few oecasione
'Oben access to it was possible the lynx
eyed Mr. Bagley was always on guard.
Short as had been her stay In the Ry-
*der household Shirk, already shared
Jefferson's antipathy to the Eugibdi
secretary, wheae manner grew more
supercilious and overbearing as, he
drew nearer the date when he expect-
ed to run off with one of the richest
catehes of the season. It. had not
sought the acquaintance of his em-
ployer's biographer since her arrival
anti, with the exception of it rude stare.
had not deigned to make her. which
attitude of haughty indifference was
all the more reinarknieu. to view of the
fact that the Ilan. Fitzroy usually left
nothing unturued to cultivate a flirter
times intimacy with every attractive
female he tact. The truth wee that
what with Mr. Ryder's demands upon
his services anti his ONTO preparilllOyet
for his corning matrimonial venture, lo
which he had so much kt stake, he had
neither time nor inclination to 'minima
his customary amorous dtversiqas.
lila?' Roberts land called at till house
several times. ostensibly to see Mrs.
Ryder. and wnen Introduced to Shirley
she nen con leecentied to give the lat-
ter a supercilious sod. Her converea-
tion was generally of the unity, vacu-
ous sort, eons-ensile?, chiefly new dresses
or bonnets. and Shirley at once read
her charneterofrivoloure amusement
kit-lag, empty headed, irresponsible-
just the kind of girl to do something
foolish without Weighing the eonse-
quences. After clhatting a few mo!'
menterwith Mrs. Ryder she would tutu
ally vanish, and o-ne day after one of
these mysterious disappearances Shir-
ley lialMengs1-20 pass the linriiry mut
.caught sight of her and Mr. Battler
conversinirin subdueti And eager tones.
It was very evident that the elopement
scheme leap fast maturing. If the
scandal was to be prevented. Jefferson
ought to Pee his fnther and •aceeimalut
him with the facts without delay. It
was probable that at the same nine he
would make an effort to secure the let-
ters. Meantime she must be eite.nt.
oo muc flu
thing.
So the days passed, Shirley devoting
althost all her time to the history she
tied undertaken. She saw nothing of
Ryder senior. hut a good mai of liis
wife, to whom she soon became much
attached. She found her an Amiable.
ereet natured woman, entirely free
from that offenetre nrrogatice and pat-
ronising condewension whleh usually
mark the parvenu as distinct from
the thoroughbree. Mrs. Ryder had no
claims to distineulehed lineage; on the
contrary, she was the daughter of n
country grocer when the then rising oil
man' Married her, and of edneationai
advantages she had bed little or none.
it was purely by accident that she was
the wife of the fleetest tuan In the
world, and -while she enjoyed the pres-
tige her husband's prominenee gave
her, she never nilowesi It to turn her
head. She gave away large sums for
charitable purposes and, strange to
zay, when the gift came direct from
her the money seas never returned OD
the plea that it was "tainted." She
shared her tomband's dieltke for enter-
taining and led practically the life of
a Mclur. The advent efillthnees there-
re
fore. into her quiet and uneventtel ex-
istence wits as weleinne as sunshine
when it breaks through the clouds aft-
er days of gloom., Quite a friendship
sprang up between the two women,
and when tired of writing' Shirley
would go into Mrs. Ryderes room and
chat until the financier's wife began to
look forward to these little improniptu
visits, so much she enjoyed them.
Nothing more had been said concern-
ing Jefferson and Miss Roberta. The
young man had not-yet seen ills father.
his mother knew he was only wait-
tng an opportunity to demand an expla-
nation of the engagement anuounce-
ments. Her hueluital, on the calico
hand, desired the mateh more titan
ever, owing to the continued importu-
nities of Senator Robert's. As usual.
Nine Meter confided these- little dowels-
tic troubles to Shirley.
"Jefferson." she said, "Is very angry.
He is determined not to marry the
girl, and when he and his father do
Mieet there'll be another seems."
"What objeetiou has your son to
Mks Roberts':" inquired Shirley !Lino-
"oh. the usual reason," siglitel the
mother. "and I've ne doubt les knows
best. He's in love with another girl--
Miss Rossmore."
"Oh. yes." Answered Shirley simply.
"Mr. Ryder spoke of her."
Mrs. Ryder was silent, and present-
ly she left the girl alone with her
work.
Thu. next afternoon Snerley was In
her room busy writing when th 're
came a tap at. her thew. ThIniOr e It
was anether visit from M'-s. Ryder
she did not look up. but cried out pleait-
rii.tly:rcuie
Juitri nyder entereil. fle smiltel "or'
&ally and. en if npsentizing for the
letrimion. said Wens.:
"I thought I'd run up to see how you
were getting along."
Hie coming was so unexpected that
for a motuent,Shirley IN'aa "tattled, but
she tilliekly regattas! her t•oltIptratre
and asked het to oils. a seat, lie
sternest pleased te Mei her Milking. amc It
good pritares.a, and be loopiest] to an-
swer a number of questions she put to
him. .Shirley tried to be cordial, but
when she looked well at hint and noted
tne Jopti, totwk-Iike eyes, the cruel,
viielletere !Mee about the mouth, the
square st. releutlyss jaw-Well street
had gone wrong with the Coloamis that
day, and he wits still .weitring his war
paint-she recalled the wrong this tuna
haul done her father, and she felt how
bitterly she betel! him. Thu.. more her
mind dwelt upon It the more exasper-
ated site was to think she should be
there, a guest under his roof, and It
was only with the greatest difficulty
that she remained civil.
"What is the moral of your lifer'
she demanded bluntly.
Us was quick to note the contemptu-
ous tone In her voice, and he gave her
a keen, searchiwg look as if he were
trying to teed her thoughts ant) fathom
the reason for her very evident hostil-
ity toward hint.
"What do ton menu?" he asked.
"I mean what enn you show as your
lifework? Most men whose lives are
biz enough to call for biographies have
done something useful. They have
been famous statesmen, eminent scien-
tists, ecletnnted authors, great invent-
ors. What have you done?"
The gnestion appeared to stagger
hint. The audacity of any one puttiug
such a question to a man in his own
house was incredible. Ito sgroureti huts
jaws, aud his clinehed. fist deecended
heavily on the table.
- "What have I donor he cried. "I
hare built up the greatest fortune ever
Por the
CHAFING DISH
Denatured
Alcohol
We take pleasure in annotme-
114; that we now have Denatured
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
be used for burning purposes
knows, but for use in the .Arts
and mechanics it is the moat
economical and satisfactory rue
known.
Cheaper than wood alcohol,- It
also burns without any ef its
offensive odor. Next time try
it in your Chafing dish or alco-
hol heater; it- will be a revela-
tion to yOu. Be sure to phone
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
Paducah druggist handles it,
Both Phones 756.
16e pt. and bottle; re reLate
mr: for bottle, eerie
26c 1 pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
for bottle.
35e 2 pt. and bottle; 10C rebate
for bottle.
S. II. WINSTEAD
Prompt Sergio in Ts'aphene Order:.
Seventh s •'Broadway.
IT'S OUR WORK
Li properly, accuratels and
promptly till preacriptionx. We
use the greatest Care in se doing
amid our prescription department
methods are designed to this
end after much study and ex-
perience.
The qualley Of our drugs and
Chemicals is of the very highest
and their freshness and effect-
iveness the best. We appredjste
the importance of even the
smallest details and guard
against any imperfections.
Bring Us Toot PitsCriptieUs.
McPHERSON'S
Drug,Store.
accumulated by one man. My fnhu-
loue wealth has caused may name to
spread to the four corners of the earth.
Is Brut not en achieueutent to relate
to future generations'
Shirley gave a little shrug of her
shoulders.
"Future generations en! take no In-
terest in you or your millions," elle
said calmly. "Our en ilization will
'have made such progress by that time
that people will merely wonder why
we, in our day, tolerated men of your
class so long. Now It is different. The
world ts money mad. You are a per-
son of importance in the eyes of the
unthinking multitude, but it only en-
vies yon•your fortune; it does not ad-
mire you personally. When you die.
people will count your millions, not
your good deeds."
(To be continued In next Issue.)
Endorsed By the County.
"The most popular renitly :a Ot-
sego county, ad the beet friend of
my family," writes Wm. M. Dietz, ed-
itor and publisher of the Otsego
Journal, GilbertsvIlle, N. Y., "Is Dr.
King's New Discovery. It has proved
to be an infallible cure for Coughs
colds. making .ahurt-sautle-ot-
worst of them. We alytays keep a bot-
tle in the Wise. I belieste it to be
the most. valuable prescription
known for Lung and Throat diseas-
es." Guaranteed to never disappoint
the taker. Sold by all druggists.
Price 50e and $1.00. Trial bottle
free.
A Topsy-Turvy Land.
Richmond Pearson, of Asheville,
N. C., United States minietto to Per-
sia, is at the New Willard. "The
commerce between the United States
and Persia. is not very great," said
Mr. Pearson. "By comparison, Amer-
iu an travelers in Persia are few in
nuniber, Usually one find's there
eh her the scientist who is makin
researches, or the tourist, who goes
through' Persia that he may find
something °et of the ordinary. And
he will find it in Persia.
"Our strawberries and mulberries
are red, in Persia they' are white, or
possibly yellow. M's talk of a jet-
black crow, but the crows of Persia
are white. With U9 the rivers begin
In little streams and grow in volume
toward their mouth; In Persia these
rivers, fed by the snows of the moun-
tains, -begin with a rush of waters
and dwindle away to absolutely noth-
ing, losing themselves in the desert:
The Persian reads from right to left,
instead of from left to right. In
Persia on.. never takes off his hat in
the presence of his superinrs; to show
• ne honor he removes his shoes. You
entertain your friends and chat with 
them not sitting on chalirs or comfort-
able lounges, but sitting cross-legged
on silken rugs spread on the floor."
--Washington .Post.
ROLLER SKATING
BEFORE COUNCIL PRACTICAL
18 Years' Soscess Indorsed by Bossiness Men. Incorporated. $300.000.00 Ceettal
/ f 
.1 29 Colleges in 16 Srates. Jao. F. kaughes, Ines,
Safe Reliable
Aldermen Sympathize
Little Children,
BUSINESS
l !mown as the Up to Date Business Schools
I P(tnITIONst SECURED or MONEY REFUNDED Borte..Area
By A 00FISI IN Book- nese English, or niustranng iritEP:by MAIL
11.1.0411till
COILOCUE
FREE
With FR E 
Censiderable nelowellaiseuus liUslisests
Transacted at Last Night's
Meeting.
FRANCHISE Ftht TELEPIPA
IRoller skating is again before the
city authorities. Mayor Yeiser had
a petition front property owners on
South Fourth street, asking that the
skating be atopped-wn titer-mm.1e t
sidewalks. Signed to the petition
wore the names of George, Weikel.
C. Fields, Robert Boswell and Kat-
terjohn & Gardner, contrutotors, who
say the skating is detrinienint to
the life of the sidewalk. Mayor Yee
ser was in hearty favor of Such an
ordinance. The mayor reemumended
i' be referred to the ordinance com-
mittee.
Alderman Chamblin arose and said
there was public sentiment in the
question. Furtlrermore he believed
there was not any wear on the walks
and said at his place of business a
concrete track and heavy trunks
loaded with weights as heavy as I.-
0011 pounds had been rolled over it
daily and he could not see any' signs
of wear. Aldernian Hannan made a
short talk against depriving the chil-
dren oriZatfrig. Every alderman Is
against the monopoly of the side-
walks by grown boss that have no
regard for the rights of pedestrians.
but would like to see the chltdren
have the use of the pavements. Al-
derman Chamblin made the motion
which carried, to refer the matter to
--etel.r4.-eetenvhfee. - - The com-
mittee meets tonight and the matter
will be -thoroughly- threshed out.
Mbacellameons.
The city can get gravel cheap at
one iiinee In the clty. Dr. J. G
Brooks, of the board of health, asked
that a gravel 'roadway leading from
the street to the garbage dump • be
constructed. Gravel may be securTsci
for 5 cents a load, and the aldermen
ordered the wak donee
A letter web read from George
Diuguld stating he hart purchased the
Wes Arnold filmes on Broadway and
there was $7 baek taxes due for
19110, and many attempts had been
made to settle it. He offered to pay
$5 as a compromise, and it Was re-
ferred to the city solicitor and finance
committee.
The bad condition of the lights at
Carnegie library was reported to the
board and the light and water com-
mittee will make a report hack to
tte board.
The etenetery eonimuittee was or;
dered to secure bids for the new
house to be erected in Oak Grove
ectnetery for the sexton. The house
will have a public waiting room
which will be a convenience to thus
public. ,
A letter was in the mayor's hands
from Andrew Hall. stating that he
undersibod the sewer system would
cross his property. , He offered ob-
jeetions and the aldermen referred
it to the city solicitor and board of
public works. Hall livesein the vi-
cinity of Plunkeet's hill.
Attention of the board of public
works will be called that the streets
in the city are not properly cleaned.
Councilman Williamson brought up
the matter in the council.
Directors of the -Riverside hospital
were directed to get bids for are, pa-
cap'sfor the building_ 
.
The nee' -of two lights on the mar-
ket was referred to the board of pub-
lic works. Sot-twat benches in the
market are dark at night and the
marketers can't see to maks. change.
* The aldermen accepted the invita-
tion of the Central Labor Union to
participate in the Labor Day parade.
Proprietors of the Terrell distil-
lery asked that they be allewed to
I. tessue-emate
The Limit of Life,
The most eminent medical scien-
tists are unaleimous In the conclusion
that the generally accepted limitation
of human life is many- years below
the attainment possible with the ad-
vanced knowledge of_ which the race
is now possessed, The critical period,
that determines its duration, seems
to be between 50 and SO. the ifrop-
er care of the body during this de-
cade cannot he too strongly urged;
carelessness then being fatal to lon-
gevity. Nature's best helper after 50
is Electric Bitters, the scientific tonic
medicine that revitalizes every. or-
MAIL kesPins• II•11 king. ti" Five persons tin each eolitity, desiring tob bort hand, Pen - orient! a buslnetta colleice, 911n 9111 at out*
manstop, Alithmette, Telegraphy, Letteritele and send this notice (mentioning this
Writiun. Law, Mechanical Drawing. Beal- paper) to Draughon's Precticim Pus. college:
l'ADI2C.1/11, 314 IlltOADWAV;
or Evansville, tietimitis or St. Louis,
LAKE BREEZES MANITOUcan i4J144.2nate mieul
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Enjoy,
the Delight
of a Lake Trip
Spetel yotir ,setttion on the (treat
Lakes an.I travel ,iat the large, ash.
and doutfortable steamers of t1,,
D. &C. Litre. Ymur i,,l t whet aye •
v.-41 -"a n you throtIgh ticlreta • 141
fl ii I lane to Au I ;relit LAI." V.-
rt • teenutteth new :A. .Suter ere.'
f Isla..
1 retri.ii sad for
u
D 6 e TIME TIGSLE
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the grading and giiiveling of fifteenth
street between Braadway and Ken
tacky aVelitle.
Fir:4c I.:ailing was given the °Mi-
ttens+. pros iti:eg for the mile of a
telephone franehise in the city. pot
one reading may be gletu the °reit-
netetweasessoneeteetersesee
William Ward was granted a re-
tail liquor license at 129 South See-
oil street. C. E. illacknall's Wenn.
was transferred from 1533 Broad
street to 113-2 Stech Tenth street.
fit orge Chandler was granted a
license at 204 Sot:lb Ninth street.
Objei fetus had been offered by the
license committee, hut the objec-
tions had been remedied and Chand-
ler gave his word that they would bekept as everything-is now and the
nse was granted.
The ordinance requiring water
and gee mains to be n 14 feet under
the grade of tbie street and all cOw-
nectillins 2 le feet under the grade.
was refers, il te the ordinanee com-
mittee.
Bills amounting to $1,1S9.S2 were
allowed.
Deeds to lots In Oak Grove ceme-
tery were order•-d transferred to
Mrs. D. L. Adams sand Mrs. John
Orme.
President Palmer and Alderman
Stewart were absent from last night's
meeting and Alderman Hubbard war-
chosen to preside'.
11111.11141.-% it I' ‘t•ti
Never • a
fcring
of all trilifes at •
tor Sicklitaa, lel, •
rf;T,ItiKt!thfrme17•fotlar
but Of - V011reil by sr.,'
of White's Cream V.,
I heni to 1.1`110.0 :r _
thrhe at one... (live ••
j, It. flettIttehlaeater. latex I;
O. Ripley.
I' r:eofore tin ugh to be arid can be
farmed with great :Tent without irri-
gation. ily "dss teoning ' the wheat
belt htle alr.ady leen moved into
Eastern Coinrado fairly to the foot of
the Reset at, until the line will
stop Lo one pr. hi', These C,olo-
4444seeSii 1.14/44/Wir-OWMPIOPP-
11FI•il - • ‘: • ;1' a le Iu• grazing
esodue.,1 !,s; east' an average of see
bushels if sal, at te the acre, thus
I. .11mii tb. lite - outer).
Tee oi en' elow le the chief factor
le. til. nilia.1,, It aill leow, pack,
se,00e , eeer Pt area a day,
.at a oost, in hiding -ell. of less than
1$2 an ;ere. The ph wires and, seed-
ing are one operetiete se that there
is no chance for this ground to late
what moisture is in it. Moreover.
the modern Slimier dries his weeder
and harrow without eomputimion
through hie. erne tug wheat, not mind
Mg if he does destrdy grime of the
stalks.' knowing hoer aeut•miary It Is
oi preserve the mcisture by break-
log up the coll. It i boll • vPli that if
the land is thus celtivated, at least
five hundred millions acres of land
west of the Missouri river, that have
been coneldered arid and barren,
may be transformed without irriga-
tion into enortnnusly prodnetive
eheat fields tsitreelen Endeavor
World.
REA l'TIFtel, as011,:fif
Plume cheeks. flushed with the soft:thin. of lir•Ittli nor, a Pare complexion_
eitike rill women hi-rtat Hal. Take a
r- sill 1.“, r each meal;
•• 'ii .rev,-1 tts111•altt,ll unit hell)
I ri..ito -t x01.0' 30,11 I.,,,' e:itru. 1141-X. WM.
,T.' M1.11011,ian. Tex.. writes.
esei "so., liar., aged hat-
fri our rOtty I.e eteht years, sad
t the I., t 17)4•411i In,. we tIVOr
M1iiii.111.1 fever and• .1 IT oehlriehlaer.e.
Dray Farming,
Every American shoule
Interested in the wonderer
of possibilities for the woo
the discovery that much of It'
lb• 
Louisville, Ky-.:-.Special ex-
cursion September 3rd, 1907.
Train leaves Padueah 9:30 a.
m., returning leanes. Louis-
ville September 6th, 5 p. m.
Round trip $2.50..
druggists. 5c.
_
France as Surgeon foe Morocco.
M. Pichon repeats In the mon em-
phatic manner the assurence that
France has "no" thonght of the- con-
quest and annexation of Morocco m-
oven of an expedition to Fez or any
other inland 'mint. His words are
doubtless entirely sincere and true.
and are to he valued as an authora-
tive record of intention.' At the game
time in their bearing upon future
operations they may prove to be far
from conclusive. Necessity, not In-
tention, rules. When a surgeon
makes an Inelsion in the abdominal water
1cavity of a patient he has to do not Eighteenth
necessarily what he meant to do of — —
what he expeeted to do, but white the HENRY MARIMEN JRrevealed and perhaps entirely The 7 •
foreseen conditions ethanol him t,, REMOVED TO THIRD AND
do. In that particular, as well as in 
KENTUCKY.
others, a close analogy may appeal
look Binding, Bank Work, Lega,betiveen the surge" and the invad-
ing ariuy.—New York Triliune, i and Library Work • specialty.
,
a pita, and the motion was made to
refer it to the ordinance committee,
Alderman Hubbard stated it had
been bef IK?ihe committee before,
and an adversu. decision had betel
made,
Residents on North Eighth street
had a petition in for water mains.,
and their ri roost was referred to
the light and water committee.
Orel i natters.
First and second readings were
given the following ordinances:
Grading and graveling Broadway be-
tween Seventeenth and Nineteenth
streets; the construction of +dorm
sewers on Broadwayobetween
and Twenty-third streets:
,
Madisonville, Ky. Account
Kentucky Sunday elehool as-
sociation. Dates of ''ale Au-
glistetn, 2'7, 28. final limit Au-
gust 31st. Round trip $3.43.
Louisville, Ky.—Special elk-
cursion, August 27. Good re-
turning August 29. Round
trip $2.50. "Trein lotuses
Paducah 12:45 p. m., return-
ing leaves Lottisvile 4 p. m.
Jamestown, Va. — Exposi-
tion, April 19th to. November
30th.- l5 days; $23.75. Coach
exenesions on special dates;
SIS,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
For information, apply to
City Tieket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or, I Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agt City Ticket Cffiee
M. PRATIJF:R,
Agent Union Depot
NEW STATE HOTEL
NICTE:f )1•4111.IS. ILL.
D. A. Balla, Prop.
irewest end brat botei In the elly.
Kates Set.ii0. Two large sample
moms. Muth poem.. Weenie Lights.
fhe only eentrslly located Hotel le
he efts.
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE SO.
LI (TTED.
T. u)( %ND TLNNEsueleE
1•1cItE1 cOMPINY
FOR TENNEHSEE RIVER.
STEINER CLYDE
Leaves Paducah for TcnnecRee River
Every Wesineeday at I p.
....... Master
gt'fiENE ItORINSON ('Jerk
This eornpany is not responsible
'or involve charges unless colitseed by
'he clerk of the boat_
Special encursion rates from Pada-
-ah to Waterloo. Fare for the round
nip 88.00 . hea‘oe Padlicah every
Vail 'tam tar at S n rn
KILL THE COUCHA0 
CURE THE LUNGS
WITH
 Di'. King's
News Discovery
FOR "oucHs
OLDS Trial Bottle Free
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES. 
GUARANTEED SAT1SFACTOR
OR MONEY REFUNDED.
PAGE FIGHT
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
• - --seetieseeiteseteeesseeersewees •
FRIDAY, AUGUST Sit.
FOOTBALL TEAM
CUT OUT SMOKING
Rule of Game for Prospective
Players.
judged of unaound mind in County
Judge Well's court Monday mar or-
dered sent to the asylum at Hopkins-
•ille for treatment. He is a young
man 21 years of age and has been
wafted in the asvluni on two tic!-
casions.
Miss Emily Wear, of Paducah. Is
visiting her parents, Dauiel Wear and
wife.
Hardin irvan is the guest of his
uncle, J. B. Hay, and family.
Miss lone Denton and Miss PearlrAll Star Team to Be tbactiett By it"6. Bray, of Missouri, have been theWho Haudied Rio
guests of IR. Downs and wife several
days.
Misses Lena and Lizzie Shrotes,
of Trenton, Tehn., are the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Burton.
Miss Helve Broach has returned to
Paducah after visiting friends and
relatives here.
Miss Carrie Baker, of Hopkins-
ville, arrived Tuesday to be the guest
of Miss Polite Graves.
Miss Hattie Cook is visiting her
aunt in Hopkinsviele, who has been
quite ill for sonic time.
Mrs, Modena Kindred and son, of
ntralia, Ill., are visiting Mr. and
rs. Kindred, her pareuts, and Mr.
and Mrs. J. A. Edwards.
Miss Janie Barnes returned to her
home in Louieville Tuesday, after a
several weeks' visit to Miss Hattie
Cook.
coe Reed.
school Boys.
EACH BRYANT IS THE 11AN.AGICH
Preparation for a star football
team for Paducah are tinder way end
dineteen husky )oung athletes have
signed up for tile team. Gaines will
be played with teams in neighboring
cities and if possible some college
team will be brought here for a
game.
Smoking must he tabooed by can
tialates for the team. Pract:ce w
be started September I under the
rectIon of Roscoe Reed, who toe heti
_Qs high school team last sca
Several members of last season's
team are on the ilia for this season.
The name for the team will be select-
ed at some later date. Candidates so
far are: Warren Sights, Milton Wal-
lerstein, Robert Hewer, Sa:em Cope.
James Langstaff, Sam Hughes, Guy
Martin, Zech Hayes, Monte Lack.
Torn Coburn, Whitt WicklIffe,Reuben
itagby, Felix 84. John, John Orme,
Louis Petter, Clarence% Virgin, Goa
Elliott, ('harles Kopf and Robert
Fisher. All of the players have been
Cu teams bifore and some have ha
collcge university training.
01. 9 19 /90 9 .9 09 .9 9 9 0.9 9 9 9
19
BENTOV y "Dal a t tOa3ii In N.,.
917 Ketotteky 1:1V4011e ki0 alit shore-
ly cilitin• up route; 'ome out an' tilt
her,- was the appeal made over the- -are, a4as---4/4sar low 114NI:41811t• risVere'rr pfrrrh..-
left Monday for Paducah. where they 11:30 o'c:ork this morning. Hastily
will visit the family of Judge W. M. the patro wagon was run out and
Reed before returning to their home Detectives Moore and Baker accom-
In Bohn., Idaho. panied it.
Mrs. Wilda Clay, of Indian Terri- Cordie Lem colored, was found
tnry, and Mr. U. P. Rogers, Indiana. lying- in her own house, having torn
brother and sister of Mrs. J. E. Mc- down pictures and reduced her bed-
Waters, of near Briensburg, are via- ding to shreds. She had telephoned
Ring her. Mrs. Rogers accompanies the policemen to come and get her,
her husband her telephone receiver hanging to Go
Mrs. C. C. Lee. oT Padueah. and floor nearly in reach of her prostrate
Miss Ruby Sledd, of Wadeshoro. are form. She had been overcome by
the guests of their sister, Mrs, A_ A.
Nelson
Miss Myrion Walton. of Spring-
field. Tenn., is the guest of Miss
Mary Howard.
Mrs. Philip E. Henson. of Web
denburg, Ark., left for home Mon-
day, after a pleasana vieit to rela-
tives in this county.
Oscar Elliott is 111 at the residence
of Ed Lovett on route No. 4, of a
complication of diseases.
Mrs. C. H. Starks and son. Toad. ficiections  
left Tuesday for their home In•Dal- Pr. sampling
lea. Tex., after a visit of three weeks Pr. sales  96
to relatives here. 96Sales week 
Year 5,653
9 .
CALLED POLICE
COMM.: LONG W.01 HER OWN Au-
CI siElt THIS alOHNINO.
Lying Pr . Upon this' Floor
V. tie VI'agon Reached Her
Hoine.
"coke- or whisky just after telephon-
ing.
foriAcco REPORT.
FOLilAiLg is the report of Ed it
Miller, tobacco inspector, for tlo
week:
Receipt week 
Year
Offerings week 
Year
Caletelsas90101111111109tIeWaltaltiele,'4141444.,
NIURR 11.
ta-90149.0940s9,94•1•99•909.9.9•9•909.9.9•909-99•9
Murray. Ky, Aug. 23 -A Sunday
school rally will be held at the Meth-
odist church at 2:30 uext Sunday,
in the Interest of the Kentucky Stara
8unday School association. The Rev.
W E. Bourquin, of Paducah, will
conduct the meeting.
IL .14,. H. Sale and daughter, Miss
Mare. left Monday for Paducah to
visit M. G Sale and wife for several
days.
Miss °wine-Mitchell, Or Dyer.
Tenn., is the gueet---Of her uncle, -Mr.
Frank Mitchell, and family.
Hardy BOSS, son of Mr. Bud Ross.
Tl'e east end !f',,
•
•
Mt&
4s
T.  927
nOlie
I  1;27
110110 •
Funeral of Mayor Barth.
Louisville, Aug 23.-The funeral
of former Major Paul C. Barth will
be conducted Saturday afternoon at
2 o'clock from his residence. 230a
West Jefferson street. The burial
will be in St. Louis cemetery, where
Mr. Barth's wife is at rest. The
services will be under Masonic au-
spires. Mr. Barth being a member of
P1'6404644 lodge and He Molay com-
mandery.
"So you think there is less bribery
amorfk public officials than former-
""I'm sure of- it." saki Senator
Sorghum, "Ire gotten so that a man
can't tell whether an offer of money
is a, bona ftde transaction or mere:y
a_ trap to get a man before the
t!!•i j:ir% " .-Wa‘it'nrclon Star
One Hundred
NEW LINEN SUITS
Just in at
$3.48
For Choice
$3.48
For Choice
Linen Suits, box eoats, extra full skirts with folds, a few blue,
but most of them are white. Some of them are a little
soiled and tubbing would help them before they are worn.
These suits are worth SS to $10, but, as they were bought very
cheap from a large factory in New York to close ont, We will
$348
offer them for vale Friday and Saturday,
choice. .
Sale Opens Friday Morning at 9:30 O'cloav
LEVY'S, - 317 Broadway
ONE- 
CU f 
i
•
THIRD 
.
•. 
PRICES "
i OFF
ARE ,
; CHIL- STRICTLY 
i
ON ALL ,_ 1
•
; 
DREN'S 
FOR •
SUITS 
CASH ,• ,--- 
• 
.
i THE LAST REDUCTION ON SUMMER WEARABLES I• - - 1rr's getting to the time of year when everything summery must be put on the "retired list"---so far as this store is concerned. We don't want a vestige of spring or summer stock when !we open the fall campaign; hence the sweeping character of these final reductions, in which newlines have been added and prices cut stilL ideeper. Bear n m-ind,too, that there is a month ormore of seasonable weather when these suits will be "good," particularly the medium weightones. Can you afford to miss a sale where the prices touch your purse so gently?
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Reduction on
UNDERWEAR
Men's $2 00 Fitney Lisle and
Balbrisrgau Underwear, suit
Men's V2 50 Fancy Lisle and
Balbriggan Underwear, suit
Men' 13 00 Fancy Lisle mei
Ralbrigean l'nderwcar, suit
Men's 44 oo Lilee and
Balbriggan I Otierwear. suit
Men's $4 54i Fancy Lisle and
Balbriggan Underwear, suit
Men's $100 Fancy Lisle and
Balbriggan l'nderwear, suit
$1.60
2.00
7.411-
3.20
3.60
4.00
lii this sale you will find
two and three piece snits, i
absolutely nothing reserved.
if you hurry. So be wise and
$40 Two and Three One CC
itieee• -  _4kEliUU
130 Two and Three 20.00Piece Suits 
$25 Two and Three
Piece Suits 16.66
$20 TWO and Three 13.33Piece Suits 
$18 Two mind Three 812 00
115 Two and Three
Piece
$12 Two and Three
Piece Suits 
$10 Two and Three
Piece Suits 
10.00
8.00
6.66
OUIING AND NEGLIGEE SHIRTS I
 LAST CUT 
$1.5o Outing and Negligee shirts now $1. 10
$2.00 Outing and Negligee Shirts now  1.60
$2 50 Outing and Negligee Shirts now ........ .... .......... _ . 2.00$3.00 Outing and Negligee Shirts now ........ ........ . ....... ............ 2.25
Outing and Negligee Shirts now  2.63
Straw Hats
50 Per Cent Off
111 10.00 Straw Hats
........
All get) Straw Hats
now .......
All 4300 Straw flats
All e4 00 Straw flats
All $5 00 Strsw Hats
All 47.50 Panama Hata
now 
1.00
1,50
2.00
2.50
3,75
GREAT WORKERS
WILL LEAD THE STATE SI ND11
SCHOOL CONVENTION.
Men of aViirldwide Fame Will Date
Charge id Departments of
Much Intel-lat.
Everything Tints` to one of the
best Sunday school conventions ever
held in the state at )4adisonvIlte.
Ifrr-Marii7u Laterenee, internation-
al-general secretary, will speak at
every session. Mr. Lawrence is
ily the greatest living authority
Sunday school work. Be is practii
eat, pathetic, humorotte, sensible and
intensely interesting because he Is
intensely In earnest. He attended
the world's convention .at Rome.
Dr, Williain Byron Forbush. of Di -
iron, Mich., author of "The Bo,
Problem," will give three addresses
on "The Boy." He has made a spec-
ialty Of work with boys between the
of- twative-Asd-slatessii-
had remarkable success In teaching
them..
The Derotional Services.
•
NOW ONE=THIRD OFF
oy .ukuy
445*041( .............
OUTRITERSTO MEN AND BOYS
Men's o.nd Young Men's Suits
some splendid bargains in
ncluding blues and black-
There is a suit here for you
come tomorrow.
 1111111MIMIL.111111111111111M1119164111221113111111MEIIIIIIIIIMainiedge
SPECIALS FOR SATURDAYI   At the
Great Pacific
7 the. Sugar .. .. 42c
211b sack Omega Flour.. Stie
2 4 tb suck_P. -11_ Flour ... oe
__.3._.boxes Search lAalli
10c
12 Ms. Ice Cream Salt . loc
20c Bacon, by strip ... Ific
1214c picnic Hams lb... 10c
3 pkgs. Jelin ...... 25c
2 cans 15c Corn . Tac
3 5e. pkgs. Soda . 10c
3 10c pkgs (1qcoantit ... 25c
3 sacks Table Salt  10c
c cans Silver Cow Cream
--a-bottles Hetns Ketchup 2
7 bars Star Soap-  25c.
albs. L. H. Sugar  25t
2 eke*. Chocolate Fingers 25e
2 lbs. 25c Coffee  45c
3lbs..241c toffee  50c
1 lb 60. Tea  loc
Fruit Jars, pints, 45. quarts,
ae gallon Ge.
GREAT PACIFIC TEA eo COFFEE CO.
206 Br(padkvily
Old Phone 1179 New Phone 1176
deem it ia.portune time to give It
such att intottus that It will sweepAVe. have chosen for our ..on V..71-
Hon motto, "Saved to Serve." Mr 'the
Robert M. Hopkins will lead the mit- -
sic and it will be a feature of the con- Oilfired flishol. Accessed.
volition. That sweet apirited, evange- New York, Aug. 23.---Bishop Hen-
listie, highly spiritual minister, their)' M. Turner, of Atlanta, Ga., the
Rev. Henry 11, Sweets, will have
charge of all the devotional services;
Two Special Lines of Work, .
Every phase of Sunday 'school work
will receive comilderation, but there
are two lines of work that are of
such special importance just at this
time that we deem It worth while to
give them special emphasis. They
are ',Teacher Training" and "The
1itpit Department." A Special con-
ference and a noon luncheon are be-
ing arranged for those interestedIn
these two special lines of work.
I ,The new adult Bible class move:
iment Is sweeping the country and we
senior bishop of the African' Metho-
dist Episcopal church, and acting
bishop of the New York diocese, was
accused !edit) of "grafting."
The charg" was made on the floor
of the convention of the Greater
New York and Long Island district
conference in Brooklyn by the Rev.
Lacey. of Flushing, L. I. lie
said the bishop submitted -to the con-
ference a bill for 4611 for his ex-
VenSee and aftererarde demanded 210
more of its disburalng ciansInittee,
Mr. Lacey spoke en "The Moral
Condition of Negrorra as COMpared
with the White." He said that iitor-
alit).- among negroes is at a low ebb
because their preachers are most
inimoi al.
Will Appeal the Case.
Messrs. Al. K. Gilbert and Frank
A. Lucas returned this morning from
Wickliffe.. where they have been ii•
tending .court-.. •Suit was filed
them for $10,000 damages altsies
the Illinois Central for the death of
John O. Cummings, last Decemb.-
20. Chester cunimings, a son, is
administrator of the estate. TI
trial was a hot legal battle, and al-
most every bit of evidanire was.coa-
tested. After hearing all the evl-1
(fence the judge instructed the jury
to find for the defendant owing. toi
technicalities. Luatits .& Gilbert I will !
?poen] to the state sypreme court
Tie. Evening Sun-Drc a week
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lit,. I luiught fail Landlord.
A New Yorker whose bustnigss fre.
quently takes him through the south,
tells of an amusing experience in t.
country hotel In one of the Carolinas.
The New Yorker socu-tearnett that
the landlord of this establishment
laid it down as one of his principles
if action to give his patrons a little
more than they asked for-to be
-extra accommodating."as he termed
It.
The New Yorker had left a cal; for
t; o'clock in the morning, so that he
might take an earl ytrain north: and
lie went to sleep in the calm .aseur-
:Ince that haassoulet lie ]ntie
- - - -----
proper time.
.,"1 sevued hardly to have fallen
inlo a sound slumber," says he,
"when I sprang up, wide awake.
" 'What's the matter?' I called
,cut.
" 'Four o'clock! tong o'clock!'
came the landlord's voice from the
other side of the door. "Two More
hours to sleep!' "-Harper's Weekty,
Why doesn't some genius start a
correspondence school of exper-
ience?
Only a fool takes experience for n
L:ulde
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Great Southern Tea & Coffee Co.
Both Phones 805. 113 South Second St.
Pay cash and save your money for
your Sunday's dinner.
•IM•••••••••••=,
Finest granulated Sugar, ten pounds
for ......... ..... ...... ....... ........... . - 55c
White Rose Cal, Flo-pr.' Inc
White Dove, *wick  60e
Sontag Coffee, 2 fbs, 30c
Jumbo Coffee, .fit   20c
Java Coffee, lb  25e
Ceylon Tea, box  25c
A Blended Tea, lb   Dc
Royal China Tea, box   25c
N'aleatine's Chewing Gum
' with lady's hat, for to-
morrow, only  54.
Veal, 10 Ms. peck 
Lard 2 ail Ms. .  25c
Shredded Cocoanut   20c
Syrup, quart can ..  .1W
Craekera 2 tbs.  15c
Puffed Mae, pkg.'  25e
Grape Nuts, 2 pkgs.  •25c
Eitie-O-Bee, 3 Mtge' 2Ik
Cream of Wheat, pkg, .. 15c
Ice Cream Salt lti 54-
Crushed Shells for thickens
5 tbs.cc
Cracked 'Rice, lb  5c
Head IGIfils 3 Ibis. 
1 box Hughes' COCOA ....
1 pint Oliyea
3 bottles Catsup' 2ric
Ginger Snaps, lb s 25r
thountry Sorghum, qt.
1 hex Matzen 
3 pkgs. Sweet Chocolate.
1 gallon Tin Bucket .
2 boatee Lenox Soap , ni
TEA AND (1)F'PEESI
Fresh roasted Iniase Co&
fee, best in th.. "Its, 3.0c
grade for • ... 19e
•
